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BRICK POLYTOPES OF SPHERICAL SUBWORD COMPLEXES
AND GENERALIZED ASSOCIAHEDRA
VINCENT PILAUD AND CHRISTIAN STUMP
Abstract. We generalize the brick polytope of V. Pilaud and F. Santos to
spherical subword complexes for finite Coxeter groups. This construction pro-
vides polytopal realizations for a certain class of subword complexes containing
all cluster complexes of finite types. For the latter, the brick polytopes turn
out to coincide with the known realizations of generalized associahedra, thus
opening new perspectives on these constructions. This new approach yields
in particular the vertex description of generalized associahedra, a Minkowski
sum decomposition into Coxeter matroid polytopes, and a combinatorial de-
scription of the exchange matrix of any cluster in a finite type cluster algebra.
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Introduction
The classical associahedron appears in various contexts in mathematics, in par-
ticular in discrete geometry and algebraic combinatorics. As a geometric object,
the associahedron provides a polytopal realization of the simplicial complex of the
dissections of a convex polygon. As such, it comes within the scope of S. Fomin and
A. Zelevinsky’s theory of finite type cluster algebras and their famous classification
according to the celebrated Cartan-Killing classification [FZ02, FZ03]. Indeed, the
associahedron is a particular case of the generalized associahedra constructed by
F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky [CFZ02] to obtain polytopal realizations
of the finite type cluster complexes [FZ03].
Although the algebraic framework does not generalize, the combinatorial dynam-
ics defining cluster algebras extend beyond crystallographic root systems and their
Weyl groups, to all finite root systems and their Coxeter groups. This generalization
appears in the work of N. Reading and his collaborations with D. Speyer on Coxeter
sortable elements and Cambrian lattices and fans [Rea04, Rea06, Rea07b, RS09].
Using this framework, C. Hohlweg, C. Lange, and H. Thomas constructed different
realizations of the generalized associahedra [HLT11] extending ideas from [HL07].
In [Ste13], S. Stella generalizes the approach of [CFZ02] and shows that the resulting
realization of the cluster complex coincides with that of [HLT11].
In [PP12], the first author and M. Pocchiola studied pseudoline arrangements on
sorting networks as a combinatorial framework for (generalizations of) triangula-
tions of convex polygons. Together with F. Santos, he defined the brick polytope of
a sorting network [PS09, PS12]. This construction provides polytopal realizations
of the simplicial complexes associated to a certain class of sorting networks. In par-
ticular, it turns out that all type A associahedra of C. Hohlweg and C. Lange [HL07]
appear as brick polytopes for well-chosen sorting networks.
Independently in [Stu11], the second author connected (multi-)triangulations of
a convex polygon with subword complexes of type A (see also a generalization
developed in [SS12]). Such subword complexes were introduced by A. Knutson
and E. Miller in the context of Gro¨bner geometry of Schubert varieties [KM05].
The definition was then extended to all Coxeter groups in [KM04]. They proved
that these simplicial complexes are either topological balls or spheres, and raised
the question of realizing spherical subword complexes as boundary complexes of
convex polytopes.
Recently, C. Ceballos, J.-P. Labbe´, and the second author [CLS14] extended
the subword complex interpretations of [Stu11] and [PP12] for triangulations and
multitriangulations of convex polygons to general finite types. They proved in
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particular that all finite type cluster complexes are isomorphic to certain well-
chosen subword complexes.
In this paper, we define the brick polytope of any subword complex for a finite
Coxeter group, and study the class of those subword complexes that are realized
by their brick polytope. We provide a simple combinatorial characterization of this
class, and deduce that it contains all finite type cluster complexes. For the latter, we
show that the brick polytopes are indeed translates of the generalized associahedra
of [HLT11]. We then extend many relevant combinatorial properties of cluster
complexes and generalized associahedra to the general situation. In particular, we
relate the normal fan of the brick polytope to the Coxeter fan, and the graph of
the brick polytope to a quotient of the Hasse diagram of the weak order.
This broader approach to finite type cluster complexes bypasses many difficul-
ties encountered in the previously known approaches. In particular, we can derive
directly that the brick polytope indeed realizes the cluster complex, without relying
on Cambrian lattices and fans. Besides that, this approach with subword complexes
can be used as a central hub sitting between various combinatorial constructions
(cluster complexes, Coxeter sortable elements, and noncrossing partitions), explain-
ing their combinatorial and geometric connections. More concretely, it provides
• an explicit vertex description of generalized associahedra,
• a previously unknown decomposition of generalized associahedra into Min-
kowski sums of Coxeter matroid polytopes,
• a complementary geometric description of the Cambrian lattices and fans,
• a simple way to understand the connection between Coxeter sortable ele-
ments and noncrossing partitions, as well as the connection between Cam-
brian lattices and noncrossing partition lattices,
• an interpretation of the mutation matrix associated to a cluster in a cluster
complex purely in terms of subword complexes.
Along the paper, we rephrase our main definitions in the classical situation of
type A to show that they match the definitions in [PS12]. More details on the
type A interpretation of our construction can be found therein. The reader may as
well skip this particular interpretation in type A for a more compact presentation.
To close the introduction, we want to point out several subsequent constructions
based on the results in previous versions of the present paper. Namely,
• in [PS13], the authors further study EL-labelings and canonical spanning
trees for subword complexes, with applications to generation and order
theoretic properties of the subword complex, and discuss their relation to
alternative EL labelings of Cambrian lattices in [KM13],
• in [PS15], the authors show that the vertex barycenter of generalized as-
sociahedra coincide with that of their corresponding permutahedra, using
the vertex description of generalized associahedra presented here,
• in [CP15], the first author and C. Ceballos provide a combinatorial descrip-
tion of the denominator vectors based on the subword complex approach,
• in his recent dissertation [Wil13], N. Williams provides an amazing con-
jecture together with a huge amount of computational evidence that the
present approach to cluster complexes and generalized associahedra as well
yields a type-independent and explicit bijection to nonnesting partitions
(see also [AST14] for further background on this connection).
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1. Main results
In this section, we summarize the main results of the paper for the convenience
of the reader. Precise definitions and detailed proofs appear in further sections.
1.1. Main definitions. Consider a finite Coxeter system (W,S), with simple roots
∆ := {αs | s ∈ S}, with simple coroots ∆∨ := {α∨s | s ∈ S}, and with fundamental
weights ∇ := {ωs | s ∈ S}. The group W acts on the vector space V with ba-
sis ∆. For a word Q := q1 · · · qm on S and an element ρ ∈ W , A. Knutson and
E. Miller [KM04] define the subword complex SC(Q, ρ) to be the simplicial com-
plex of subwords of Q whose complement contains a reduced expression of ρ. As
explained in Section 2.2, we assume without loss of generality that ρ = w◦ = δ(Q),
where w◦ denotes the longest element of W and δ(Q) denotes the Demazure product
of Q. The subword complex SC(Q) :=SC(Q, w◦) is then a simplicial sphere [KM04].
After recalling some background on Coxeter groups and subword complexes in
Section 2, we study in Sections 3 and 4 the root and the weight functions. Associate
to any facet I of the subword complex SC(Q) a root function r(I, ·) : [m]→W (∆)
and a weight function w(I, ·) : [m]→W (∇) defined by
r(I, k) := ΠQ[k−1]rI(αqk) and w(I, k) := ΠQ[k−1]rI(ωqk),
where ΠQX denotes the product of the reflections qx ∈ Q, for x ∈ X, in the order
given by Q. The root function locally encodes the flip property in the subword com-
plex: each facet adjacent to I in SC(Q) is obtained by exchanging an element i ∈ I
with the unique element j /∈ I such that r(I, j) ∈ {±r(I, i)}. After this exchange,
the root function is updated by a simple application of sr(I,i).
We use the root function to define the root configuration of I as the multiset
R(I) :=
{{
r(I, i) | i ∈ I}}.
On the other hand, we use the weight function to define the brick vector of I as
B(I) :=
∑
k∈[m]
w(I, k),
and the brick polytope of Q as the convex hull of the brick vectors of all facets of
the subword complex SC(Q),
B(Q) := conv {B(I) | I facet of SC(Q)}.
In the particular situation of type A Coxeter groups, these definitions match that
of [PS12] for brick polytopes of sorting networks.
1.2. Polytopal realizations of root independent subword complexes. In
this paper, we focus on root independent subword complexes, for which the root
configuration R(I) of a facet I (or equivalently, of all facets) is linearly independent.
For these subword complexes, we obtain the main results of this paper in Section 4.
Theorem 1.1. A root independent subword complex SC(Q) is realized by the polar
of its brick polytope B(Q).
This theorem relies on elementary lemmas which relate the root configuration of
a facet I of SC(Q) with the edges of B(Q) incident to B(I), as follows.
Proposition 1.2. The cone of the brick polytope B(Q) at the brick vector B(I) of
a facet I of SC(Q) is generated by the negative of the root configuration R(I), i.e.
cone
{
B(J)− B(I) | J facet of SC(Q)} = cone{− r(I, i) | i ∈ I}.
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1.3. Further properties. Further combinatorial and geometric properties of our
construction are developed in Section 5. We first define a map κ from the Coxeter
group W to the facets of the subword complex SC(Q) which associates to an ele-
ment w ∈ W the unique facet κ(w) of SC(Q) whose root configuration R(κ(w)) is
a subset of w(Φ+). In other words, κ(w) is the facet of SC(Q) whose brick vec-
tor B(κ(w)) maximizes the functional x 7→ 〈w(q) |x 〉, where q is any point in the
interior of the fundamental chamber C of W . The map κ thus enables us to describe
the normal fan of the brick polytope. It is obtained by gluing the chambers of the
Coxeter fan according to the fibers of κ as follows.
Proposition 1.3. The normal cone of B(I) in B(Q) is the union of the cham-
bers w(C) of the Coxeter fan of W given by the elements w ∈W with κ(w) = I.
We then relate the graph of the brick polytope B(Q) to the Hasse diagram of the
weak order on W . Let I and J be two adjacent facets of SC(Q) with I r i = J r j.
We say that the flip from I to J is increasing if i < j. We call increasing flip order
the transitive closure of the graph of increasing flips.
Proposition 1.4. A facet I is covered by a facet J in increasing flip order if and
only if there exist wI ∈ κ−1(I) and wJ ∈ κ−1(J) such that wI is covered by wJ in
weak order.
We study some properties of the fibers of the map κ with respect to the weak
order: we show that the fibers are closed by intervals and we characterize the
fibers which admit a meet or a join. Surprisingly, we provide an example of root
independent subword complexes for which the increasing flip order is not a lattice
(contrarily to the Cambrian lattices which occur as increasing flip orders of specific
subword complexes). More combinatorial properties of increasing flip graphs and
orders for arbitrary subword complexes, with applications to generation and order
theoretic properties of subword complexes, can be found in [PS13].
Finally, to close our study of brick polytopes of root independent subword com-
plexes, we provide a Minkowski sum decomposition of these realizations into Cox-
eter matroid polytopes [BGW97].
Proposition 1.5. The brick polytope B(Q) is the Minkowski sum of the polytopes
B(Q, k) := conv {w(I, k) | I facet of SC(Q)}
over all positions k ∈ [m]. Moreover, each summand B(Q, k) is a Coxeter matroid
polytope as defined in [BGW97].
1.4. Generalized associahedra. Section 6 is devoted to the main motivation
and example of brick polytopes. Fix a Coxeter element c of W , and a reduced
expression c of c. We denote by w◦(c) the c-sorting word of w◦. As recently proven
by [CLS14], the subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) is then isomorphic to the c-cluster
complex of W as defined by N. Reading in [Rea07a]. Since the subword complex
SC(cw◦(c)) is root independent, we can apply our brick polytope construction to
obtain polytopal realizations of the cluster complex.
Theorem 1.6. For any reduced expression c of any Coxeter element c of W , the
polar of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) realizes the subword complex SC(cw◦(c)), and
thus the c-cluster complex of type W .
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We prove that brick polytopes are in fact translates of the known realizations
of the generalized associahedra [CFZ02, HLT11, Ste13]. We thus obtain the vertex
description of these realizations, and a Minkowski sum decomposition into Coxeter
matroid polytopes. Furthermore, we obtain independent elementary proofs of the
following two results, which are the heart of the construction of [HLT11]. We
say that an element w ∈ W is a singleton if κ−1(κ(w)) = {w}. We denote here
by q :=
∑
s ωs the sum of all weights of ∇.
Proposition 1.7. Up to translation by a vector Ω, the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) is
obtained from the balanced W -permutahedron Perm(W ) removing all facets which
do not intersect the set
{
w(q) | w ∈W singleton}.
Proposition 1.8. The following properties are equivalent for an element w ∈W :
(i) The element w is a singleton.
(ii) The root configuration R(κ(w)) := {r(κ(w), i) | i ∈ κ(w)} equals w(∆).
(iii) The weight configuration W(κ(w)) := {w(κ(w), i) | i ∈ κ(w)} equals w(∇).
(iv) The vertices B(κ(w)) of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) and w(q) of the balanced
W -permutahedron Perm(W ) coincide up to Ω, i.e. B(κ(w)) = Ω + w(q).
(v) There exist reduced expressions w of w and c of c such that w is a prefix
of w◦(c).
(vi) The complement of κ(w) in cw◦(c) is w◦(c).
With some additional efforts, our vertex description of the brick polytope can
be exploited to prove that the vertex barycenter of the generalized associahedron
B(cw◦(c))− Ω coincides with that of the W -permutahedron Perm(W ). This prop-
erty was conjectured in [HLT11] and proven in type A and B in [HLR10]. The
technical details needed for this proof will appear in a forthcoming paper [PS15].
We then revisit the connection between these polytopal realizations of the cluster
complex and the Cambrian lattices and fans defined by N. Reading and D. Speyer
in [Rea06, Rea07b, RS09]. We first describe in detail the bijective connections be-
tween the facets of the subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) and different Coxeter-Catalan
families studied in [Rea07b]: c-clusters, c-sortable elements, and c-noncrossing par-
titions and subspaces. In particular, combining the bijection of [CLS14] from the
subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) to the c-cluster complex with the bijection of [Rea07b]
from c-sortable elements in W to the cluster complex, we describe a bijection soc
from facets of SC(cw◦(c)) to c-sortable elements. We then prove that the set Cc(w)
defined in [RS09] coincides with the root configuration R(so−1c (w)), and that the
map so−1c is the restriction of κ to c-sortable elements. This observation yields the
following results.
Proposition 1.9. If v, w ∈ W and v is c-sortable, then κ(w) = κ(v) if and only
if v is the maximal c-sortable element below w in weak order.
Corollary 1.10. For the word cw◦(c), the bijection soc is an isomorphism between
the Cambrian lattice on c-sortable elements in W and the increasing flip order on
the facets of SC(cw◦(c)).
Corollary 1.11. The normal fan of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) coincides with
the c-Cambrian fan.
Although Corollary 1.10 follows from [IS10, IT09] for simply laced types and
Corollary 1.11 could be deduced from the connection between the brick poly-
tope B(cw◦(c)) and the c-associahedron of [HLT11], the subword complex approach
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provides new independent proofs of these results bypassing most technicalities of
the previous approaches.
Finally, to complete the interpretation of cluster complexes as subword com-
plexes, we provide the following description of the mutation matrix associated to
a cluster in the c-cluster complex, or equivalently, to a facet of the subword com-
plex SC(cw◦(c)).
Theorem 1.12. Let I be a facet of the cluster complex SC(cw◦(c)). The exchange
matrix M(I) indexed by positions in I is given by
M(I)uv =

−〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,v]rI(αqv ) 〉 if u < v〈
αqv
∣∣ΠQ[v,u]rI(α∨qu) 〉 if u > v
0 if u = v
where Q := q1 · · · qm = cw◦(c).
2. Background on Coxeter groups and subword complexes
2.1. Finite Coxeter groups. We recall here classical notions on finite Coxeter
groups. See [Hum90, Hum78] for more details.
2.1.1. Coxeter systems. Let (V, 〈 · | · 〉) be an n-dimensional Euclidean vector space.
For any vector v ∈ V r 0, we denote by sv the reflection interchanging v and −v
while fixing the orthogonal hyperplane pointwise. Remember that wsv = sw(v)w
for any non-zero vector v ∈ V and any orthogonal transformation w of V .
We consider a finite Coxeter group W acting on V , that is, a finite group gener-
ated by reflections. The set of all reflections in W is denoted by R. The Coxeter
arrangement of W is the collection of all reflecting hyperplanes. Its complement
in V is a union of open polyhedral cones. Their closures are called chambers.
The Coxeter fan is the polyhedral fan formed by the chambers together with all
their faces. This fan is complete (its cones cover V ) and simplicial (all cones are
simplicial), and we can assume without loss of generality that it is essential (the
intersection of all chambers is reduced to the origin).
We fix an arbitrary chamber C which we call the fundamental chamber. The
simple reflections of W are the n reflections orthogonal to the facet defining hy-
perplanes of C. The set S ⊆ R of simple reflections generates W . In particular,
R =
{
wsw−1
∣∣ w ∈W, s ∈ S}. The pair (W,S) forms a Coxeter system.
For inductive procedures, set W〈s〉 for s ∈ S to be the parabolic subgroup of W
generated by S r s. It is a Coxeter group with Coxeter system (W〈s〉, S r s).
2.1.2. Roots and weights. For simple reflections s, t ∈ S, denote by mst the order
of the product st ∈W . We fix a generalized Cartan matrix for (W,S), i.e. a ma-
trix (ast)s,t∈S such that ass = 2, ast ≤ 0, astats = 4 cos2( pimst ) and ast = 0⇔ ats = 0
for all s 6= t ∈ S. We can associate to each simple reflection s a simple root αs ∈ V ,
orthogonal to the reflecting hyperplane of s and pointing toward the half-space con-
taining C, in such a way that s(αt) = αt−astαs for all s, t ∈ S. The set of all simple
roots is denoted by ∆ := {αs | s ∈ S}. The orbit Φ := {w(αs) | w ∈W, s ∈ S} of ∆
under W is a root system for W . It is invariant under the action of W and contains
precisely two opposite roots orthogonal to each reflecting hyperplane of W .
The set ∆ of simple roots forms a linear basis of V (since we assumed W to
act essentially on V ). The root system Φ is the disjoint union of the positive
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roots Φ+ := Φ∩R≥0[∆] (non-negative linear combinations of the simple roots) and
the negative roots Φ− := − Φ+. In other words, the positive roots are the roots
whose scalar product with any vector of the interior of the fundamental chamber C
is positive, and the simple roots form the basis of the cone generated by Φ+. Each
reflection hyperplane is orthogonal to one positive and one negative root. For
a reflection s ∈ R, we set αs to be the unique positive root orthogonal to the
reflection hyperplane of s, i.e. such that s = sαs . For α ∈ ∆, we also denote by
Φ〈α〉 := Φ ∩ vect(∆ r α) the parabolic subroot system of Φ generated by ∆ r {α}
with corresponding parabolic subgroup W〈sα〉.
We denote by α∨s := 2αs/ 〈αs |αs 〉 the coroot corresponding to αs ∈ ∆, and
we let ∆∨ := {α∨s | s ∈ S} denote the coroot basis. The vectors of its dual ba-
sis ∇ := {ωs | s ∈ S} are called fundamental weights. In other words, the weights
of (W,S) are defined by 〈αs |ωt 〉 = δs=t 〈αs |αs 〉 /2 for all s, t ∈ S. Thus, the
Coxeter group W acts on the weight basis by s(ωt) = ωt − δs=tαs. Note that
the transposed Cartan matrix transforms the weight basis into the root basis,
i.e. αs =
∑
t∈S atswt for any s ∈ S. Geometrically, the weight ωs gives the di-
rection of the ray of the fundamental chamber C not contained in the reflecting
hyperplane of s.
The Coxeter group W is said to be crystallographic if it stabilizes a lattice of V .
This can only happen if all entries of the Cartan matrix are integers. Reciprocally,
if all entries of the Cartan matrix are integers, then the lattice generated by the
simple roots ∆ is fixed by the Coxeter group W .
2.1.3. Coxeter permutahedra. The W -permutahedron Permq(W ) is the convex hull
of the orbit under W of a point q in the interior of the fundamental chamber C of W .
Although its geometry depends on the choice of the basepoint q, its combinatorial
structure does not. Its normal fan is the Coxeter fan of W . The facet of Permq(W )
orthogonal to w(ωs) is defined by the inequality 〈w(ωs) |x 〉 ≤ 〈ωs | q 〉 and is sup-
ported by the hyperplane w(q + vect(∆r αs)). If q =
∑
s∈S ωs, then Perm
q(W ) is
(a translate of) the Minkowski sum of all positive roots (each considered as a one-
dimensional polytope). We then call it the balanced W -permutahedron, and denote
it by Perm(W ). We refer to [Hoh12] for further properties of W -permutahedra.
2.1.4. Words on S. The length `(w) of an element w ∈W is the length of the small-
est expression of w as a product of the generators in S. An expression w = w1 · · ·w`
with w1, . . . , w` ∈ S is called reduced if ` = `(w). Geometrically, the length of w is
the cardinality of the inversion set of w, defined as the set inv(w) := Φ+ ∩ w(Φ−)
of positive roots sent to negative roots by w−1. Indeed, the inversion set of w
can be written as inv(w) =
{
αw1 , w1(αw2), . . . , w1w2 · · ·wp−1(αw`)
}
for any re-
duced expression w = w1 · · ·w` of w. Note that for any w ∈ W and s ∈ S, we
have `(ws) = `(w) + 1 if w(αs) ∈ Φ+ and `(ws) = `(w)− 1 if w(αs) ∈ Φ−. Let w◦
denote the unique longest element in W . It sends all positive roots to negative ones.
The (right) weak order on W is the partial order ≤ defined by u ≤ w if there
exists v ∈ W such that uv = w and `(u) + `(v) = `(w). Equivalently, the weak
order corresponds to the inclusion order on inversion sets: u ≤ w if and only if
inv(u) ⊆ inv(w). It defines a lattice structure on the elements of W with mini-
mal element being the identity e ∈ W and with maximal element being w◦. Its
Hasse diagram is the graph of the W -permutahedron, oriented by a linear function
from e to w◦. The elements of W which cover a given element w ∈ W in weak
order are precisely the products ws for which w(αs) ∈ Φ+.
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We denote by S∗ the set of words on the alphabet S. To avoid confusion, we
denote with a roman letter s the letter of the alphabet S corresponding to the single
reflection s ∈ S. Similarly, we use a roman letter like w to denote a word of S∗,
and an italic letter like w to denote its corresponding group element in W . For
example, we write w := w1 · · ·w` meaning that the word w ∈ S∗ is formed by the
letters w1, . . . ,w`, while we write w :=w1 · · ·w` meaning that the element w ∈ W
is the product of the simple reflections w1, . . . , w`. The Demazure product on the
Coxeter system (W,S) is the function δ : S∗ →W defined inductively by
δ(ε) = e and δ(Qs) =
{
ws if `(ws) = `(w) + 1,
w if `(ws) = `(w)− 1,
where w = δ(Q) denotes the Demazure product of Q. As its name suggests, δ(Q)
corresponds to the product of the letters of Q in the Demazure algebra of (W,S).
2.1.5. Examples. We complete this section with classical examples of Coxeter groups.
Example 2.1 (Type I2(m) — Dihedral groups). The dihedral group of isometries
of a regular m-gon is a Coxeter group denoted I2(m). See Figure 1 for illustrations.
s ts t
Φ–
Φ+
Φ–
Φ+
αs
αs
αt
αt
Figure 1. The dihedral groups I2(4) and I2(5) and their permu-
tahedra. The fundamental chamber is the topmost one (colored),
the simple roots are those just above the horizontal axis (in bold),
and the positive roots are all roots above the horizontal axis.
Example 2.2 (Type A — Symmetric groups). The symmetric group Sn+1, acting
on the hyperplane 1⊥ :=
{
x ∈ Rn+1 ∣∣ 〈1 |x 〉 = 0} by permutation of the coordi-
nates, is the reflection group of type An. It is the group of isometries of the standard
n-dimensional regular simplex conv{e1, . . . , en+1}. Its reflections are the transposi-
tions of Sn+1, and we can choose the adjacent transpositions τp := (p, p+ 1) to be
the simple reflections. A root system is given by Φ := {ep − eq | p 6= q ∈ [n+ 1]}. Its
set of simple roots is ∆ := {ep+1 − ep | p ∈ [n]}, and its set of fundamental weights
is ∇ :=
{∑
q>p eq
∣∣∣ p ∈ [n]}. Note that, even if they do not live in the hyper-
plane 1⊥, we have chosen these weights to match usual conventions. For example,∑∇ = ∑q∈[n+1](q− 1)eq and the balanced An-permutahedron is the classical per-
mutahedron obtained as the convex hull of all permutations of {0, . . . , n}, regarded
as vectors in Rn+1. Moreover, it enables us to match the presentation of the type A
brick polytope [PS12]. The interested reader might prefer to project the weights
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Figure 2. The A3-arrangement, intersected with the ball (left)
and with the corresponding two polar regular tetrahedra (middle).
The A3-permutahedron is a truncated octahedron (right).
Figure 3. The B3-arrangement, intersected with the ball (left)
and with the regular cube and the regular octahedron (middle).
The B3-permutahedron is a great rhombicuboctahedron (right).
Figure 4. The H3-arrangement, intersected with the ball (left)
and with the regular icosahedron and the regular dodecahedron
(middle). The H3-permutahedron is a great rhombicosidodecahe-
dron (right).
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to the hyperplane 1⊥, and adapt the examples in type A accordingly. Figure 2
presents the A3-arrangement and an A3-permutahedron, where we marked the bot-
tommost vertex with a dot to distinguished which chamber will be considered to
be the fundamental chamber in further pictures.
Example 2.3 (Type Bn — Hyperoctahedral groups). Consider the symmetry
group of Sn acting on Rn by permutation of the coordinates together with the
group (Z2)n acting on Rn by sign change. The semidirect product Bn :=Sno(Z2)n
given by this action is a reflection group. It is the isometry group of the n-dimen-
sional regular cross-polytope conv{±e1, . . . ,±en} and of its polar n-dimensional
regular cube [−1, 1]n. Its reflections are the transpositions of Sn and the changes of
one sign. A root system is given by Φ := {±ep ± eq | p < q ∈ [n]} ∪ {±ep | p ∈ [n]},
and we can choose ∆ := {e1} ∪ {ep+1 − ep | p ∈ [n− 1]} for the set of simple roots.
Figure 3 shows the B3-arrangement and a B3-permutahedron, where we marked
the bottommost vertex with a dot to distinguished the fundamental chamber.
Example 2.4 (Type H3 — Icosahedral group). The isometry group of the regu-
lar icosahedron (and of its polar regular dodecahedron) is a reflection group. It is
isomorphic to the direct product of Z2 by the alternating group A5 of even permuta-
tions of {1, . . . , 5}. Figure 4 presents the H3-arrangement and a H3-permutahedron,
where the fundamental chamber is marked with a dot.
2.2. Subword complexes. Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system, let Q := q1 · · · qm ∈ S∗
and let ρ ∈W . In [KM04, KM05], A. Knutson and E. Miller define the subword com-
plex SC(Q, ρ) as the pure simplicial complex of subwords of Q whose complements
contain a reduced expression of ρ. The vertices of this simplicial complex are labeled
by (positions of) the letters in the word Q. Note that two positions are different
even if the letters of Q at these positions coincide. We denote by [m] := {1, . . . ,m}
the set of positions in Q. The facets of the subword complex SC(Q, ρ) are the
complements of the reduced expressions of ρ in the word Q.
Using that the subword complex SC(Q, ρ) is vertex-decomposable [KM04, The-
orem 2.5], it is proven in [KM04, Corollary 3.8] that it is a topological sphere
if ρ = δ(Q), and a ball otherwise. In this paper we only consider spherical subword
complexes. By appending to the word Q any reduced expression of δ(Q)−1w◦, we
obtain a word Q′ whose Demazure product is δ(Q′) = w◦ and such that the spher-
ical subword complexes SC(Q, δ(Q)) and SC(Q′, w◦) are isomorphic (see [CLS14,
Theorem 3.7] for details). Thus, we assume that ρ = δ(Q) = w◦ to simplify the
presentation without loss of generality, and we write SC(Q) instead of SC(Q, w◦)
to simplify notations.
For any facet I of SC(Q) and any element i ∈ I, there is a unique facet J
of SC(Q) and a unique element j ∈ J such that I r i = J r j. We say that I and J
are adjacent facets, and that J is obtained from I by flipping i.
Example 2.5 (A toy example). To illustrate definitions and results throughout the
paper, we will follow all details of the example of the word Qex := τ2τ3τ1τ3τ2τ1τ2τ3τ1
whose letters are adjacent transpositions of S4. The facets of the subword com-
plex SC(Qex) are {2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 9}, {2, 5, 6}, {2, 6, 7}, {2, 7, 9}, {3, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 9},
{4, 5, 6}, {4, 6, 7}, and {4, 7, 9}. This subword complex is thus spherical.
Before looking at various previously considered spherical subword complexes for
the symmetric group, we recall two basic and very helpful isomorphisms exhibited
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in [CLS14]. We will later use these isomorphisms in Section 6 when studying cluster
complexes as subword complexes.
Lemma 2.6 ([CLS14, Proposition 3.8]). If two words Q and Q′ coincide up to
commutation of consecutive commuting letters, then the subword complexes SC(Q)
and SC(Q′) are isomorphic.
For the second property, define the rotated word of the word Q := q1q2 · · · qm to
be the word Q	 := q2 · · · qmψ(q1), where ψ denotes the automorphism on the simple
reflections S given by ψ(s) :=w−1◦ sw◦. Define the rotation operator to be the shift
i 7→ i− 1 where 0 and m are identified.
Lemma 2.7 ([CLS14, Proposition 3.9]). The rotation operator induces an isomor-
phism between the subword complexes SC(Q) and SC(Q	).
These two lemmas provide a way to think about spherical subword complexes as
• being attached to an acyclic directed graph with vertices being the letters
of Q, and with oriented edges being obtained as the transitive reduction of
the oriented edges between noncommuting letters in Q, and as
• “living on a Mo¨bius strip” in the sense that SC(Q) can be thought of
being attached to the biinfinite word · · ·Qψ(Q) Qψ(Q) · · · , and where a
combinatorial model for this complex is obtained by looking at any window
of size m in this biinfinite word.
We refer the reader to [PP12, CLS14] for a precise presentation of these interpre-
tations. We now survey various examples of type A and B subword complexes
previously considered in the literature.
The classical situation 1 (Sorting networks). Let W :=Sn+1 act on 1
⊥ and
S := {τp | p ∈ [n]}, where τp denotes the adjacent transposition (p, p + 1). We can
represent the word Q := q1q2 · · · qm ∈ S∗ by a sorting network NQ as illustrated
in Figure 5 (left). The network NQ is formed by n + 1 horizontal lines (its levels,
labeled from bottom to top) together with m vertical segments (its commutators,
labeled from left to right) corresponding to the letters of Q. If qk = τp, the k
th
commutator of NQ lies between the pth and (p+ 1)th levels of NQ.
4
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1
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4
3
4
2
4
2
4
1
4
3
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
1
4
3
4
3
2
1
1
2
4
3
4
2
4
2
3
1
4
3
2
1
3
2
4
1
3
1
3
4
4
3
2
1
4
3
1
2
1
2 4 8
5 7
3 96
Figure 5. The sorting network NQex corresponding to the word
Qex given in Example 2.5 (left) and the pseudoline arrangements
supported by the network NQex corresponding to the adjacent
facets {2, 3, 5} (middle) and {2, 3, 9} (right) of SC(Qex).
A pseudoline supported by NQ is an abscissa monotone path on the network NQ.
A commutator of NQ is a crossing between two pseudolines if it is traversed by both
pseudolines, and a contact if its endpoints are contained one in each pseudoline. A
pseudoline arrangement Λ (with contacts) is a set of n+ 1 pseudolines on NQ, any
two of which have precisely one crossing, possibly some contacts, and no other in-
tersection. As a consequence of the definition, the pseudoline of Λ which starts at
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level p ends at level n−p+2, and is called the pth pseudoline of Λ. As illustrated in
Figure 5 (middle and right), a facet I of SC(Q) is represented by a pseudoline ar-
rangement ΛI supported by NQ. Its contacts (resp. crossings) are the commutators
of NQ corresponding to the letters of I (resp. of the complement of I).
Let I and J be two adjacent facets of SC(Q), with I r i = J r j. Then j is
the position of the crossing between the two pseudolines of ΛI which are in contact
at position i, and the pseudoline arrangement ΛJ is obtained from the pseudoline
arrangement ΛI by exchanging the contact at i with the crossing at j. The flip
between the pseudoline arrangements associated to two adjacent facets of SC(Qex)
is illustrated in Figure 5 (middle and right).
A brick of NQ is a connected component of its complement, bounded on the right
by a commutator of NQ. For k ∈ [m], the kth brick is that immediately to the left
of the kth commutator of NQ.
The classical situation 2 (Combinatorial model for families of geometric graphs).
As pointed out in [Stu11, PP12], type A subword complexes can be used to provide
a combinatorial model for relevant families of geometric graphs. It relies on the
interpretation of these geometric graphs in the line space of the plane. We do not
present this interpretation and refer to [PP12] for details. As motivation, we just
recall the following four families of geometric graphs which can be interpreted in
terms of sorting networks (see Figure 6 for illustrations).
(i) Let c be a reduced expression of a Coxeter element c and w◦(c) denotes the
c-sorting word of w◦ (see Section 6 for definitions). Then the subword com-
plex SC(cw◦(c)) is isomorphic to the simplicial complex of crossing-free sets
of internal diagonals of a convex (n + 3)-gon. Its facets correspond to tri-
angulations of the (n + 3)-gon, its ridges correspond to flips between them,
and its vertices correspond to internal diagonals of the (n+ 3)-gon. It is the
boundary complex of the polar of the associahedron. See e.g. [Lee89, Lod04,
HL07, CSZ11, MHPS12, LP13].
Figure 6. Sorting networks interpretations of certain geometric
graphs: a triangulation of the convex octagon, a 2-triangulation
of the convex octagon, a pseudotriangulation of a point set, and a
pseudotriangulation of a set of disjoint convex bodies.
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(ii) The subword complex SC(ckw◦(c)) is isomorphic to the simplicial complex of
(k+1)-crossing free sets of k-relevant diagonals of the (n+2k+1)-gon, whose
facets are k-triangulations of the (n+ 2k + 1)-gon [PS09, PP12, Stu11]. It is
not known whether this simplicial complex can be realized as the boundary
complex of a convex polytope.
(iii) Consider the simplicial complex of pointed crossing-free sets of internal edges
of a set P of n+ 3 points in general position in the Euclidean plane. Its facets
are pseudotriangulations of P [PV96, RSS08], and its ridges are flips between
them. It is isomorphic to a type An subword complex SC(Q), where Q is
obtained from the dual pseudoline arrangement of P by removing its first
and last levels [PP12]. This simplicial complex is known to be the boundary
complex of the polar of the pseudotriangulation polytope of [RSS03].
(iv) For odd n, consider the simplicial complex of crossing-free sets of internal free
bitangents of a set X of (n + 3)/2 disjoint convex bodies of the Euclidean
plane. Its facets are pseudotriangulations of X [PV96], and its ridges are
flips between them. It is isomorphic to a type An subword complex SC(Q),
where Q is obtained from the dual double pseudoline arrangement of X by
removing its first and last levels [PP12].
The classical situation 3 (Symmetric sorting networks). Let W :=Bn and let
S := {χ} ∪ {τp | p ∈ [n− 1]}, where χ denotes the operator which changes the sign
of the first coordinate and τp denotes the adjacent transposition (p, p + 1). If the
word Q ∈ S∗ has x occurrences of χ, then it can be interpreted as a horizontally
symmetric network NQ with 2n + 2 levels and 2m− x commutators: replace each
appearance of χ by a commutator between the first levels above and below the axis,
and each appearance of τp by a symmetric pair of commutators between the p
th
and (p+ 1)th levels both above and below the axis. The reduced expressions of w◦
in Q correspond to the horizontally symmetric pseudoline arrangements supported
by NQ. Since the horizontal symmetry in the dual space corresponds to the central
symmetry in the primal space, the centrally symmetric versions of the geometric
objects discussed in the classical situation 2 can be interpreted combinatorially by
well-chosen type B subword complexes.
3. Root configurations
3.1. Definition. In this section, we describe fundamental properties of the root
function and the root configuration of a facet of a subword complex. The root
function was already defined and studied in the work of C. Ceballos, J.-P. Labbe´
and the second author [CLS14]. Although some statements presented below can
already be found in their work, we provide brief proofs for the convenience of the
reader.
Definition 3.1. To a facet I of SC(Q) and a position k ∈ [m], associate the root
r(I, k) := ΠQ[k−1]rI(αqk),
where ΠQX denotes the product of the reflections qx ∈ Q, for x ∈ X, in the order
given by Q. The root configuration of the facet I is the multiset
R(I) :=
{{
r(I, i) | i ∈ I}}
of all roots associated to the elements of I.
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Example 3.2. In the subword complex SC(Qex) with Qex = τ2τ3τ1τ3τ2τ1τ2τ3τ1
of Example 2.5, we have for example r({2, 3, 9}, 2) = τ2(e4 − e3) = e4 − e2 and
r({2, 3, 9}, 7) = τ2τ3τ2τ1(e3 − e2) = e3 − e1. Moreover,
R({2, 3, 9}) = {e4 − e2, e3 − e1, e3 − e4}.
The classical situation 4 (Incident pseudolines). Keep the notations of the clas-
sical situation 1. For any k ∈ [m], we have r(I, k) = et − eb, where t and b are such
that the tth and bth pseudolines of ΛI arrive respectively on top and bottom of the
kth commutator of NQ. For example, in the subword complex of Example 2.5, the
root r({2, 3, 9}, 7) = e3 − e1 can be read in the 7th commutator of Figure 5 (right).
In [PS12], the root configuration R(I) is studied as the incidence configuration of
the contact graph Λ#I of the pseudoline arrangement ΛI . This oriented graph has
one node for each pseudoline of ΛI and one arc for each contact of ΛI , oriented from
the pseudoline passing above to the pseudoline passing below. We avoid this notion
here since it is not needed for the construction of this paper, and only provides a
graphical description in type A which cannot be extended to general finite types.
3.2. Roots and flips. Throughout this paper, we show that the combinatorial
and geometric properties of the root configuration R(I) encode many relevant
properties of the facet I. We first note that, for a given facet I of SC(Q), the
map r(I, ·) : [m]→ Φ can be used to understand the flips in I. We refer to Figure 5
for an illustration of the properties of the next lemma in type A. This lemma can
also be found in [CLS14, Section 3.1].
Lemma 3.3. Let I be any facet of the subword complex SC(Q).
(1) The map r(I, ·) : k 7→ r(I, k) is a bijection between the complement of I and Φ+.
(2) If I and J are two adjacent facets of SC(Q) with I r i = J r j, the position j
is the unique position in the complement of I for which r(I, j) ∈ {±r(I, i)}.
Moreover, r(I, j) = r(I, i) ∈ Φ+ if i < j, while r(I, j) = −r(I, i) ∈ Φ− if j < i.
(3) In the situation of (2), the map r(J, ·) is obtained from the map r(I, ·) by:
r(J, k) =
{
sr(I,i)(r(I, k)) if min(i, j) < k ≤ max(i, j),
r(I, k) otherwise.
Proof. Choose a positive root β ∈ Φ+. Since ΠQ[m]rI is a reduced expression
for w◦, we know that (ΠQ[m]rI)−1(β) = w◦(β) ∈ Φ−. Consequently, there exists
k ∈ [m]r I such that (ΠQ[k−1]rI)−1(β) ∈ Φ+ while qk(ΠQ[k−1]rI)−1(β) ∈ Φ−.
Therefore, we have that αqk = (ΠQ[k−1]rI)
−1(β), and thus β = r(I, k). This
proves that r(I, ·) is surjective, and even bijective from the complement of I to Φ+,
since these two sets have the same cardinality.
For (3), assume that i < j. Since
r(I, k) = ΠQ[k−1]rI(αqk) = w◦
(
ΠQ[k,m]rI ]
)−1
(αqk),
the roots r(I, k) and r(J, k) are equal as soon as I and J coincide either on the set
{1, . . . , k − 1} or on the set {k, . . . ,m}. This proves (3) when k ≤ i or j < k. In
the case where i < k ≤ j, we have
r(J, k) = ΠQ[i−1]rI · qi ·ΠQ[i,k−1]rI(αqk)
= sΠQ[i−1]rI(αqi ) ·ΠQ[i−1]rI ·ΠQ[i,k−1]rI(αqk)
= sr(I,i)(r(I, k)),
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where the second equality comes from the commutation rule wsv = sw(v)w. The
proof is similar if j < i.
Finally, (2) is a direct consequence of (1) and (3): when we remove i from I,
we have to add a position j /∈ I such that the root function keeps mapping the
complement of (I r i) ∪ j to Φ+. 
In view of Lemma 3.3, we say that r(I, i) = −r(J, j) ∈ V is the direction of the
flip from facet I to facet J of SC(Q).
3.3. Reconstructing facets. We now observe that a facet I ∈ SC(Q) can be
reconstructed from its root configuration R(I), using a sweeping procedure.
Lemma 3.4. The multiset R(I) characterizes I among all facets of SC(Q).
Proof. Let I and J be two distinct facets of SC(Q). Assume without loss of general-
ity that the first element i of the symmetric difference I4J is in IrJ . Since r(I, i)
only depends on I ∩ [i − 1], the roots r(I, k) and r(J, k) coincide for all 1 ≤ k ≤ i.
Let α := ΠQ[i−1]rI(αqi) = ΠQ[i−1]rJ(αqi) ∈ Φ+. According to Lemma 3.3(2), all
occurrences of α in R(J) appear before i. Consequently, α appears at least once
more in R(I) than in R(J). 
Remark 3.5. Lemma 3.4 says that we can reconstruct the facet I from the root
configuration R(I) scanning the word Q from left to right as follows. We start
from position 0 in Q and we define I0 to be the empty word and R0 to be the
multiset R(I). At step k, we construct a new subword Ik from Ik−1 and a new
multiset Rk from Rk−1 as follows:
• if βk−1 := ΠQ[k−1]rIk−1(αqk) ∈ Rk−1, then Ik := Ik−1 ∪ k and Rk :=Rk−1 r βk−1,
• otherwise, Ik := Ik−1 and Rk :=Rk−1.
The facet I is the subword Im we obtained at the end of this procedure. Observe
that we can even reconstruct I knowing only its positive roots R(I) ∩ Φ+. Indeed,
in the previous sweeping procedure, the positions k for which ΠQ[k−1]rIk−1(αqk)
is a negative root are forced to belong to the facet I according to Lemma 3.3(1).
Similarly, we can reconstruct the facet I knowing only its negative roots R(I)∩Φ−,
sweeping the word Q from right to left.
3.4. Restriction to parabolic subgroups. The root function r(I, ·) is also useful
to restrict subword complexes to parabolic subgroups of W .
Proposition 3.6. Let SC(Q) be a subword complex for a Coxeter system (W,S)
acting on V , and let V ′ ⊆ V be a subspace of V . The simplicial complex given by
all facets of SC(Q) reachable from an initial facet of SC(Q) by flips whose directions
are contained in V ′ is isomorphic to a subword complex SC(Q′) for the restriction
of (W,S) to V ′.
Proof. We consider the restriction (W ′, S′) of the Coxeter system (W,S) to the
subspace V ′. We construct the word Q′ and the facet I ′ of SC(Q′) corresponding
to the chosen initial facet I of SC(Q). For this, let X := {x1, . . . , xp} be the set of
positions k ∈ [m] such that r(I, k) ∈ V ′. The word Q′ has p letters corresponding
to the positions in X, and the facet I ′ contains precisely the positions k ∈ [p] such
that the position xk is in I. To construct the word Q
′, we scan Q from left to
right as follows. We initialize Q′ to the empty word, and for each 1 ≤ k ≤ p,
we add a letter q′k ∈ S′ to Q′ in such a way that r(I ′, k) = r(I, xk). To see
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that such a letter exists, we distinguish two cases. Assume first that r(I, xk) is
a positive root. Let I be the inversion set of w := ΠQ[xk−1]rI and I ′ = I ∩ V ′
be the inversion set of w′ := ΠQ′[k−1]rI′ . Then the set I ′ ∪ {r(I, xk)} is again an
inversion set (as the intersection of V ′ with the inversion set I ∪{r(I, xk)} of wqxk)
which contains the inversion set I ′ of w′ together with a unique additional root.
Therefore, the corresponding element of W ′ can be written as w′q′k for some simple
reflection q′k ∈ S′. Assume now that r(I, xk) is a negative root. Then xk ∈ I, so
that we can flip it with a position xk′ < xk, and we can then argue on the resulting
facet. By the procedure described above, we eventually obtain the subword complex
SC(Q′) and its facet I ′ corresponding to the facet I. Finally observe that sequences
of flips in SC(Q) starting at the facet I, and whose directions are contained in V ′,
correspond bijectively to sequences of flips in SC(Q′) starting at the facet I ′. In
particular, let J and J ′ be two facets reached from I and from I ′, respectively, by
such a sequence. We then have that the root configuration of J ′ is exactly the root
configuration of J intersected with V ′. This completes the proof. 
Example 3.7. To illustrate different possible situations happening in this restric-
tion, we consider the subword complex SC(Q) for the word
Q := τ1τ2τ4τ2τ5τ3τ1τ3τ4τ2τ5τ3τ1τ2τ4τ4τ3τ2τ4τ1τ3τ4τ2τ3
on the Coxeter group A5 = S6 generated by S = {τ1, . . . , τ5}. Figure 7 (top)
shows the sorting network representing the subword complex SC(Q) and the pseu-
doline arrangement representing the facet I := {2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15} of SC(Q).
Let V ′ be the subspace of V spanned by the roots e3 − e1, e4 − e3 and e6 − e5.
Let X = {x1, . . . , x8} = {2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 16} denote the set of positions k ∈ [24]
for which r(I, k) ∈ V ′. These positions are circled in Figure 7 (top).
We can now directly read off the subword complex SC(Q′) corresponding to the
restriction of SC(Q) to all facets reachable from I by flips with directions in V ′.
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Figure 7. Restricting subword complexes.
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Namely, the restriction of (W,S) to V ′ is the Coxeter system (W ′, S′) where W ′
is generated by S′ = {τ ′1, τ ′2, τ ′3} = {(1 3), (3 4), (5 6)}, and thus of type A2 × A1.
Moreover, Q′ = τ ′1τ
′
1τ
′
3τ
′
2τ
′
2τ
′
1τ
′
3τ
′
3τ
′
1 corresponds to the roots at positions in X.
Finally, the facet I of SC(Q) corresponds to the facet I ′ = {1, 3, 5, 6, 7} of SC(Q′).
Figure 7 (bottom) shows the sorting network representing the restricted subword
complex SC(Q′) and the pseudoline arrangement representing the facet I ′ of SC(Q′).
3.5. Root independent subword complexes. The geometry of the root con-
figuration R(I) encodes many combinatorial properties of I. In fact, the facet I is
relevant for the brick polytope only when its root configuration is pointed. This
is in particular the case when R(I) forms a basis of V . From Lemma 3.3 and the
connectedness of the flip graph, we derive that this property depends only on Q,
not on the particular facet I of SC(Q).
Lemma 3.8. Either all the root configurations R(I) for facets I of SC(Q) are
simultaneously linear bases of the vector space V , or none of them is.
In this paper, we only consider spherical subword complexes SC(Q) for which
the root configuration R(I) of a facet I (or equivalently, of all facets) is linearly
independent. We say that SC(Q) is root independent. Proposition 3.6 ensures that
if the root configuration is linearly independent but does not span V , then we can
always find an isomorphic subword complex for a parabolic subgroup of W for
which the root configuration is indeed a basis. We will thus assume that the root
configurations of root independent subword complexes are indeed bases of V .
The classical situation 5 (Contact tree). In type A, the root configuration R(I)
forms a basis of 1⊥ if and only if the contact graph of ΛI is a tree. It is independent
if and only if the contact graph of ΛI is a forest. For example, the subword complex
SC(Qex) of Example 2.5 is root independent.
Example 3.9 (Duplicated word). Let w◦ := w1 · · ·wN be a reduced expression of
the longest element w◦ of W (thus N = `(w◦) = |Φ+|). For k ∈ [N ], we define
a root αk :=w1 · · ·wk−1(αwk). Let P be a set of n positions in w◦ such that the
corresponding roots {αp | p ∈ P} form a linear basis of V . Define a new word
Qdup ∈ S∗ obtained by duplicating the letters of w◦ at positions in P . For k ∈ [N ],
let k∗ := k + |P ∩ [k − 1]| be the new position in Qdup of the kth letter of w◦. Thus,
we have [N + n] = {k∗ | k ∈ [N ]} unionsq {p∗ + 1 | p ∈ P}. The facets of SC(Qdup) are
precisely the sets Iε := {p∗ + εp | p ∈ P} where ε := (ε1, . . . , εn) ∈ {0, 1}P . Thus,
the subword complex SC(Qdup) is the boundary complex of the n-dimensional cross
polytope. Moreover, the roots of a facet Iε of SC(Qdup) are given by r(Iε, k∗) = αk
for k ∈ [N ] and r(Iε, p∗ + 1) = (−1)εpαp for p ∈ P . Thus, the root configuration
of Iε is given by R(Iε) = {(−1)εpαp | p ∈ P}, and the subword complex SC(Qdup)
is root independent. To illustrate the results of this paper, we discuss further the
properties of duplicated words in Examples 4.3, 5.2, 5.7, 5.11, and 5.19.
3.6. Root configuration and linear functionals. We now consider the geom-
etry of the root configuration R(I) of a facet I of SC(Q) with respect to a linear
functional f : V → R. We say that the flip of an element i in I is f -preserving
if f(r(I, i)) = 0. We denote by
SCf (Q) :=
{
I facet of SC(Q) | ∀i ∈ I, f(r(I, i)) ≥ 0}
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the set of facets of SC(Q) whose root configuration is contained in the closed positive
halfspace defined by f .
Proposition 3.10. If SC(Q) is root independent, the set SCf (Q) forms a connected
component of the graph of f -preserving flips on SC(Q).
Proof. Assume that I and J are two adjacent facets of SC(Q) related by an f -pre-
serving flip. Write I r i = J r j with f(r(I, i)) = 0. By Lemma 3.3(3), we
have r(J, k) − r(I, k) ∈ R · r(I, i) and thus f(r(J, k)) = f(r(I, k)) for all k ∈ [m].
Thus, SCf (Q) is closed under f -preserving flips.
It remains to prove that SCf (Q) is connected by f -preserving flips. Fix a facet I
of SCf (Q), and define the set of positions P (I, f) := {i ∈ I | f(r(I, i)) > 0}. Accord-
ing to the previous paragraph, this set is constant on each connected component
of SCf (Q). We will prove below that the set Pf :=P (I, f) is in fact independent
of the facet I ∈ SCf (Q). Therefore, the graph of f -preserving flips on SCf (Q) can
be seen as the graph of flips on the subword complex SC(Q[m]rPf ) of the word
obtained from Q by erasing the letters at the positions given by Pf . The latter is
connected since SC(Q[m]rPf ) is a ball or a sphere.
To prove that P (I, f) := {i ∈ I | f(r(I, i)) > 0} is independent of the particular
facet I ∈ SCf (Q), we use an inductive argument on the minimal cardinality µ
of a set P (I, f) for the facets I ∈ SCf (Q). Clearly, if µ = 0, then all flips are
f -preserving and SCf (Q) = SC(Q) is connected.
Assume now that there is a facet I ∈ SCf (Q) such that P (I, f) = {p}. As-
sume moreover that r(I, p) ∈ Φ−. Performing f -preserving flips, we can obtain
a facet I¯ such that P (I¯ , f) = P (I, f) = {p}, and r(I¯ , i) ∈ Φ− for each i ∈ I¯
with f(r(I¯ , i)) = 0. For this facet I¯, observe that
j ∈ I¯ ⇐⇒ ΠQ[j−1]rI¯(αqj ) ∈ f−1(R≥0) ∩ Φ−.
In other words, the facet I¯, and thus the set P (I, f), can be reconstructed scanning
the word Q from left to right. If r(I, p) ∈ Φ+, we argue similarly scanning the
word Q from right to left.
Assume now that P (I, f) = P ′ ∪ {p}, with P ′ 6= ∅. Consider an auxiliary linear
function f ′ vanishing on R(I)∩f−1(0) and on r(I, p), but still positive on the other
roots of P (I, f). Note that this function exists because Q is root independent which
means that R(I) is linearly independent. The facet I belongs to SCf ′(Q), so that
we can reconstruct the positions P ′ = P (I, f ′) by induction hypothesis. Finally,
since I r P ′ is also a facet of SC(Q[m]rP ′), we can recover the last position p
of P (I, f) with a similar argument as before. 
Corollary 3.11. If SC(Q) is root independent, there exists a face Pf of SC(Q)
such that SCf (Q) is the set of all facets containing Pf .
Proof. Define again the set of positions Pf := {k ∈ I | f(r(I, k)) > 0} for a given
facet I of SCf (Q). As mentioned in the previous proof, the set Pf is independent
of the choice of I ∈ SCf (Q), since the set SCf (Q) is connected by f -preserving flips
which preserve the value f(r(I, k)) for all k ∈ [m]. Furthermore, any position i ∈
I r Pf is an f -preserving flip. Consequently, SCf (Q) is precisely the set of facets
of SC(Q) which contains Pf . 
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4. Generalized brick polytopes
4.1. Definition and basic properties. We begin this section with generalizing
the definition of brick polytopes of [PS12] to any spherical subword complex SC(Q),
for Q := q1q2 · · · qm ∈ S∗ with δ(Q) = w◦.
Definition 4.1. To a facet I of SC(Q) and a position k ∈ [m], associate the weight
w(I, k) := ΠQ[k−1]rI(ωqk),
where, as before, ΠQX denotes the product of the reflections qx ∈ Q, for x ∈ X, in
the order given by Q. The brick vector of the facet I is defined as
B(I) :=
∑
k∈[m]
w(I, k).
The brick polytope B(Q) of the word Q is the convex hull of all the brick vectors,
B(Q) := conv {B(I) | I facet of SC(Q)}.
Example 4.2. In the subword complex SC(Qex) of Example 2.5, we have for ex-
ample w({2, 3, 9}, 2) = τ2(e4) = e4 and w({2, 3, 9}, 7) = τ2τ3τ2τ1(e3 + e4) = e2 + e3.
The brick vector of {2, 3, 9} is B({2, 3, 9}) = e1 + 6e2 + 5e3 + 6e4 = (1, 6, 5, 6). The
brick polytope B(Qex) is a pentagonal prism, represented in Figure 8.
B({2,3,5})=(1,6,3,8)
B({2,3,9})=(1,6,5,6)
B({2,5,6})=(2,6,2,8)
B({3,4,5})=(1,7,3,7)
B({3,4,9})=(1,7,5,5)
B({2,6,7})=(3,6,2,7)B({2,7,9})=(3,6,3,6)
B({4,6,7})=(3,7,2,6)
B({4,5,6})=(2,7,2,7)
B({4,7,9})=(3,7,3,5)
Figure 8. The brick polytope B(Qex) of the word Qex of Example 2.5.
The classical situation 6 (Counting bricks). In typeA, we can read this definition
on the sorting network interpretation of the classical situation 1. For a facet I
of SC(Q) and a position k ∈ [m], the weight w(I, k) is the characteristic vector of
the pseudolines of ΛI which pass above the k
th brick of NQ. For any p ∈ [n+1], the
pth coordinate of the brick vector B(I) is the number of bricks of NQ below the pth
pseudoline of ΛI . See Figure 5 for an illustration. This was the original definition
used in type A in [PS12], which explains the name brick polytope.
Example 4.3 (Duplicated word). Consider the situation of Example 3.9: the
word Qdup is obtained from the reduced expression w◦ := w1 · · ·wN of w◦ by du-
plicating each letter located at a position in the chosen set P . For k ∈ [N ], we
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define a weight ωk :=w1 · · ·wk−1(ωwk). Then the weights of a facet Iε of SC(Qdup)
are given by w(Iε, k
∗) = ωk for k ∈ [N ] and w(Iε, p∗ + 1) = ωp + εpαp for p ∈ P .
Consequently, the brick vector of the facet Iε is given by B(Iε) = Θ +
∑
p∈P εpαp,
where Θ :=
∑
k∈[N ] ωk +
∑
p∈P ωp. It follows that the brick polytope B(Qdup) is an
n-dimensional parallelepiped, whose edges are directed by the basis {αp | p ∈ P}.
Although we define brick polytopes for any word Q, we only present in this paper
their geometric and combinatorial properties when SC(Q) is root independent. We
will see that this condition is sufficient for the brick polytope to realize its subword
complex. Reciprocally, the brick polytope can realize its subword complex only
when the root configurations of the facets are linearly independent, and we can then
assume that the subword complex SC(Q) is root independent by Proposition 3.6.
Possible extensions of the results of this paper to all spherical subword complexes,
root independent or not, are discussed in Section 7.
The root function r(·, ·) and the weight function w(·, ·) have similar definitions
and are indeed closely related. The following lemma underlines some of their simi-
larities.
Lemma 4.4. Let I be a facet of the subword complex SC(Q).
(1) If qk = qk+1, we have w(I, k + 1) =
{
w(I, k) if k ∈ I,
w(I, k)− r(I, k) if k /∈ I.
(2) If I and J are two adjacent facets of SC(Q), with I r i = J r j, then w(J, ·) is
obtained from w(I, ·) by:
w(J, k) =
{
sr(I,i)(w(I, k)) if min(i, j) < k ≤ max(i, j),
w(I, k) otherwise.
(3) For j /∈ I, we have 〈 r(I, j) | w(I, k) 〉 is non-negative if j ≥ k, and non-positive
if j < k.
Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of the definitions of r(I, k) and w(I, k). The
proof of (2) is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3(2). We now prove (3). If j ≥ k,
then ΠQ[k,j−1]rI(αqj ) ∈ Φ+ since j /∈ I. Thus,
〈 r(I, j) | w(I, k) 〉 = 〈ΠQ[k,j−1]rI(αqj ) ∣∣ ωqk 〉 ≥ 0.
Similarly, if j > k, then
(
ΠQ[j,k−1]rI
)−1
(αqj ) ∈ Φ− since j /∈ I. Consequently,
〈 r(I, j) | w(I, k) 〉 = 〈 (ΠQ[j,k−1]rI)−1(αqj ) ∣∣ ωqk 〉 ≤ 0. 
4.2. Brick polytopes of root independent subword complexes. The end of
this section contains the main results of this paper, proving that brick polytopes
provide polytopal realizations of the root independent subword complexes.
Lemma 4.5. If I and J are two adjacent facets of SC(Q), with I r i = J r j, then
the difference of the brick vectors B(I)− B(J) is a positive multiple of r(I, i).
Proof. Since I and J play symmetric roles, we can assume that i < j. Lemma 4.4
implies that
B(I)− B(J) =
∑
k∈[m]
w(I, k)− w(J, k) =
( ∑
i<k≤j
〈 r(I, j)∨ | w(I, k) 〉
)
· r(I, i),
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where the last sum is positive since all its summands are non-negative and the last
one equals to 1. 
Let f : V → R be a linear functional. We denote by Bf (Q) the face of B(Q)
which maximizes f . Remember that SCf (Q) denotes the set of facets of SC(Q)
whose root configuration is included in the closed positive halfspace defined by f .
Lemma 4.6. The faces of the brick polytope B(Q) are faces of the subword com-
plex SC(Q). For any facet I of SC(Q), we have B(I) ∈ Bf (Q) ⇐⇒ I ∈ SCf (Q).
Proof. Consider a facet I of SC(Q) such that B(I) ∈ Bf (Q), and let i ∈ I. Let J be
the facet obtained from I by flipping i, and λ > 0 such that r(I, i) = λ(B(I)− B(J))
(by Lemma 4.5). Then f(r(I, i)) = λ(f(B(I))− f(B(J))) ≥ 0 since B(I) maxi-
mizes f . Thus, I ∈ SCf (Q). We obtained that the set of facets I of SC(Q) such
that B(I) ∈ Bf (Q) is contained in SCf (Q). Since the former is closed while the
latter is connected under f -preserving flips (Proposition 3.10), they coincide. 
Proposition 4.7. For any facet I of SC(Q), the cone of the brick polytope B(Q) at
the brick vector B(I) coincides with the cone generated by the negative of the root
configuration R(I) of I. We set
C(I) := cone
{
B(J)− B(I) | J facet of SC(Q)} = cone{− r(I, i) | i ∈ I}.
Proof. Let CB(I) be the cone of B(Q) at B(I) and let CR(I) be the cone generated
by −R(I). The inclusion CR(I) ⊆ CB(I) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5.
For the other direction, we need to prove that any face of CR(I) is also a face of
CB(I). That is to say that the brick vector B(I) maximizes any linear functional f
among the brick vectors of all facets of SC(Q) as soon as it maximizes f among the
brick vectors of the facets adjacent to I. This is ensured by Lemma 4.6. 
Theorem 4.8. If SC(Q) is root independent, it is realized by the polar of the brick
polytope B(Q).
Proof. Proposition 4.7 ensures that the brick vector of each facet of SC(Q) is a ver-
tex of B(Q) and that this polytope is full-dimensional and simple. Since the faces of
the brick polytope are faces of the subword complex by Lemma 4.6, it immediately
implies that the boundary complex of the brick polytope B(Q) is isomorphic to the
subword complex SC(Q). 
Remark 4.9. If (W,S) is crystallographic (i.e. stabilizes a lattice Λ), then the
brick polytope B(Q) is furthermore a lattice polytope (i.e. its vertices are elements
of Λ). Indeed, the brick vector of any facet is a sum of weights of W .
5. Further combinatorial and geometric properties
In this section, we consider further relevant properties of the brick polytope B(Q).
We first define a surjective map κ from the Coxeter group W to the facets of the
subword complex SC(Q). Using this map, we connect the normal fan of B(Q) to the
Coxeter fan, and the graph of B(Q) to the Hasse diagram of the weak order. We then
study some properties of the fibers of κ with respect to the weak order. Finally, we
decompose B(Q) into a Minkowski sum of W -matroid polytopes. Again, although
most of the results presented in this section seem to have natural extensions to all
spherical subword complexes (see Section 7), our current presentation only considers
the root independent situation.
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5.1. Surjective map. A set U ⊆ Φ is separable if there is a hyperplane which
separates U from its complement Φr U . For finite Coxeter systems, separable sets
are precisely the sets w(Φ+), for w ∈W . According to Proposition 3.10, there is
a unique facet I of SC(Q) whose root configuration R(I) is contained in a given
separable set. This defines a map κ from W to the facets of SC(Q) which as-
sociates to w ∈ W the unique facet κ(w) of SC(Q) such that R(κ(w)) ⊆ w(Φ+).
Furthermore, since we assumed that any root configuration forms a basis (and thus
is pointed), this map κ is surjective. However, note that this map is not injective.
In terms of brick polytopes, κ(w) is the unique facet of SC(Q) whose brick vec-
tor maximizes the linear functional x 7→ 〈w(q) |x 〉 over all vertices of the brick
polytope B(Q), where q is any point in the interior of the fundamental chamber C
of W .
Example 5.1. The map κ for the word Qex of Example 2.5 is presented in Figure 9.
For each permutation w ∈ S4, we have written the facet κ(w) of SC(Qex), and
we have represented the pseudoline arrangement Λκ(w) supported by NQex . The
underlying diagram is the Hasse diagram of the weak order onS4: two permutations
are related by an edge if they differ by the transposition of two adjacent letters. To
visualize the fibers of κ, we draw a light edge when the images of the permutations
under κ are distinct, and a double strong edge if the images are the same.
Example 5.2 (Duplicated word). Consider the word Qdup defined in Example 3.9.
Two elements w,w′ of W have the same image under the map κ if and only if the
symmetric difference of w(Φ+) and w′(Φ+) is disjoint from the set {±αp | p ∈ P},
or equivalently the symmetric difference of the inversion sets of w and w′ is disjoint
from the set {αp | p ∈ P}.
Lemma 5.3. Consider an element w ∈W and a simple root α ∈ ∆. Then κ(wsα)
is obtained from κ(w) as follows.
(i) If w(α) /∈ R(κ(w)), then κ(wsα) equals κ(w).
(ii) Otherwise, κ(wsα) is obtained from κ(w) by flipping the unique i ∈ κ(w) such
that w(α) = r(κ(w), i).
Proof. If w(α) /∈ R(κ(w)), then R(κ(w)) ⊆ wsα(Φ+) = w(Φ+)4{±w(α)} (where 4
denotes the symmetric difference). Thus, κ(wsα) = κ(w) by uniqueness in the
definition of the map κ.
Assume now that w(α) = r(κ(w), i) for some i ∈ κ(w), and let J denote the
facet of SC(Q) obtained from κ(w) by flipping i, and j be the position in J but not
in κ(w). According to Lemma 3.3(2),
r(J, k) =
{
sw(α)(r(κ(w), k)) = wsαw
−1(r(κ(w), k)) if min(i, j) < k ≤ max(i, j),
r(κ(w), k) otherwise.
If min(i, j) < k ≤ max(i, j), we have r(J, k) ∈ wsα(Φ+) since w−1(r(κ(w), k)) ∈ Φ+.
Otherwise, we have w−1(r(κ(w), k)) ∈ Φ+ r α so that sαw−1(r(κ(w), k)) ∈ Φ+,
and thus r(J, k) = r(κ(w), k) ∈ wsα(Φ+). We obtain that R(J) ⊆ wsα(Φ+), and
consequently J = κ(wsα) by uniqueness in the definition of the map κ. 
5.2. Normal fan description. Remember that the normal cone of a face F of
a polytope Π ⊂ V is the cone of all vectors v ∈ V such that the linear func-
tion x 7→ 〈x | v 〉 on Π is maximized by all points in F . The normal fan of Π is the
complete polyhedral fan formed by the normal cones of all faces of Π (see [Zie95,
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(4321)={4,7,9}
(1234)={2,3,5}
(4231)={4,7,9}(3421)={4,6,7} (4312)={4,7,9}
(1324)={2,3,5}(2134)={2,3,5} (1243)={2,3,9}
(3412)={4,6,7}(2431)={2,7,9}(3241)={2,6,7} (4213)={3,4,9} (4132)={3,4,9}
(2143)={2,3,9}(3124)={2,5,6}(2314)={2,5,6} (1342)={3,4,5} (1423)={3,4,9}
(3142)={4,5,6}(2341)={2,6,7}(3214)={2,5,6} (2413)={2,3,9} (4123)={3,4,9} (1432)={3,4,9}
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Figure 9. The map κ from S4 to the facets of the subword com-
plex SC(Qex) of Example 2.5.
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Figure 10. The Coxeter fan (left) refines the normal fan of the
brick polytope B(Qex) (middle) according to the fibers of κ (right).
Lecture 7]). For example, the normal fan of the W -permutahedron is the Coxeter
fan of W . The following proposition relates the normal fan of the brick polytope
with the Coxeter fan.
Proposition 5.4. Let I be a facet of SC(Q). The normal cone C(I) of B(I)
in B(Q) is the union of the chambers w(C) of the Coxeter fan of W given by the
elements w ∈W with κ(w) = I.
Proof. For a given cone X ⊂ V , we denote by X := {v ∈ V | ∀x ∈ X, 〈x | v 〉 ≥ 0}
its polar cone. We have
C(I) = C(I) = cone
(− R(I)) = ( ⋂
w∈κ−1(I)
w(C)
)
=
⋃
w∈κ−1(I)
w(C) =
⋃
w∈κ−1(I)
w(C),
because C is the cone generated by Φ+. 
Corollary 5.5. The Coxeter fan refines the normal fan of the brick polytope.
Example 5.6. Figure 10 illustrates Corollary 5.5 for the subword complex SC(Qex)
of Example 2.5. The normal fan of the brick polytope B(Qex) (middle) is obtained
by coarsening the chambers of the Coxeter fan (left) according to the fibers of κ
(represented on the permutahedron on the right).
Example 5.7 (Duplicated word). Consider the word Qdup defined in Example 3.9.
The normal fan of its brick polytope B(Qdup) is the fan formed by the hyperplanes
orthogonal to the roots {αp | p ∈ P}. The vectors of the dual basis of {αp | p ∈ P}
are normal vectors for the facets of the brick polytope B(Qdup). Observe that the
normal fan of the brick polytope B(Q) is not in general defined by a subarrangement
of the Coxeter arrangement (see e.g. Figure 10).
The classical situation 7. In type A, the root configuration R(I) is the incidence
configuration of the contact graph Λ#I of ΛI [PS12]. The normal cone C
(I) has
one inequality vi ≤ vj for each arc (i, j) of Λ#I . Therefore, an element w ∈W lies
in the fiber κ−1(I) if and only if it is a linear extension of the transitive closure
of Λ#I .
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5.3. Increasing flips and the weak order. When I and J are adjacent facets
of SC(Q) with I r i = J r j, we say that the flip from I to J is increasing if i < j.
By Lemma 3.3(2), this condition is equivalent to r(I, i) ∈ Φ+, and by Lemma 4.5
to f(B(I)) < f(B(J)), where f is a linear function positive on Φ+. The graph of
increasing flips is thus clearly acyclic, and we call increasing flip order its transitive
closure ≺. This order generalizes the Tamari order on triangulations.
Remark 5.8. The increasing flip graph was already briefly discussed by A. Knut-
son and E. Miller in [KM04, Remark 4.5]. In particular, they observe that one
can directly obtain the h-vector of SC(Q) from its increasing flip graph. The
lexicographic order on the facets of SC(Q) is the shelling order induced by the
vertex-decomposability. It is moreover a linear extension of the increasing flip
graph. Therefore, a facet I of SC(Q) contributes to the entry hk of the h-vector
h
(SC(Q)) := (h0, . . . , hd+1) if there are k incoming edges into I in the increasing
flip graph, i.e. if |R(I) ∩ Φ+| = k.
Our next statement connects the increasing flip order on SC(Q) to the weak
order on W .
Proposition 5.9. A facet I is covered by a facet J in increasing flip order if and
only if there exist wI ∈ κ−1(I) and wJ ∈ κ−1(J) such that wI is covered by wJ in
weak order. In other words, the increasing flip graph on SC(Q) is the quotient of
the Hasse diagram of the weak order by the fibers of the map κ.
Proof. Let w ∈ W and s ∈ S such that w < ws in weak order. Since w(αs) ∈ Φ+,
Lemma 5.3 ensures that either κ(ws) = κ(w) or κ(ws) is obtained from κ(w) by an
increasing flip.
Reciprocally, consider two facets I and J of SC(Q) related by an increasing
flip. Write I r i = J r j, with i < j. Their normal cones C(I) and C(J) are
adjacent along a codimension 1 cone which belongs to the hyperplane H orthogonal
to r(I, i) = r(J, j). Let CI be a chamber of the Coxeter arrangement of W contained
in C(I) and incident to H, and let CJ := sr(I,i)(CI) denote the symmetric chamber
with respect to H. Let wI and wJ be such that CI = wI(C) and CJ = wJ(C).
Then wI ∈ κ−1(I) and wJ ∈ κ−1(J), and wJ covers wI in weak order. 
It immediately follows from Proposition 5.9 that I ≺ J in increasing flip order
if there exist wI ∈ κ−1(I) and wJ ∈ κ−1(J) such that wI < wJ in weak order. We
conjecture that the converse also holds in general.
Example 5.10. Figure 11 represents the Hasse diagram of the increasing flip order
on the facets of the subword complex SC(Qex) of Example 2.5. It is the quotient
of the Hasse diagram of the weak order by the fibers of the map κ of Figure 9.
Example 5.11 (Duplicated word). Consider the word Qdup defined in Example 3.9.
Then the quotient of the weak order by the fibers of κ is the boolean lattice.
Remark 5.12. In his work on Cambrian lattices [Rea04, Rea06, Rea07b], N. Read-
ing considers quotients of the weak order under lattice congruences, which fulfill
sufficient conditions for the quotient to be a lattice. In the context of brick poly-
topes, the fibers of κ induce different partitions of W which are not lattice congru-
ences in general (the fibers are not necessarily intervals of the weak order, but they
contain all intervals between two of their elements — see Section 5.4). N. Reading’s
construction raises the question if increasing flip orders are always lattices. It turns
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Figure 11. The Hasse diagram of the increasing flip order on
the facets of the subword complex SC(Qex) of Example 2.5 is the
quotient of the Hasse diagram of the weak order on S4 by the
fibers of the map κ represented in Figure 9.
out that this does not hold in general. For the word Q = τ1τ2τ3τ2τ1τ2τ3τ2τ1 in
the adjacent transpositions in S4, the flip graph of the root independent subword
complex SC(Q) is not a lattice. Indeed, consider the four facets
I1 = {1, 2, 9}, I2 = {1, 3, 4}, J1 = {1, 8, 9}, J2 = {6, 7, 9}
of SC(Q). For i, j ∈ {1, 2}, we then have that Ii < Jj in the increasing flip poset,
but J1 and J2 are not comparable. Thus, I1 and I2 do not have a unique join.
Further combinatorial properties of increasing flip graphs and orders for any
subword complexes, with applications to generation and order theoretic properties
of subword complexes, can be found in [PS13].
5.4. Fibers of κ and the weak order. In this section, we discuss properties of
the fibers of the map κ with respect to the right weak order. First, although these
fibers are not always intervals (see Example 5.1), they are order-convex.
Lemma 5.13. If two elements w ≤ w of W lie in the same fiber of κ, then the
complete interval {w ∈W | w ≤ w ≤ w} lies in the same fiber of κ.
Proof. As already observed in the proof of Proposition 5.9, w < ws in weak order
implies κ(w) ≤ κ(ws) in increasing flip order, for any w ∈ W . Consequently, if w
and w lie in the same fiber, then so does any element w on a chain between w
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and w, and thus in the interval {w ∈W | w ≤ w ≤ w}. Another way to see this
property will be given below by an alternative description of the map κ. 
Next, we give an explicit description of the fibers of κ in terms of inversion
sets of elements of W . Remember from Section 2.1 that the inversion set of an
element w ∈W with reduced expression w = w1w2 · · ·wp is the set
inv(w) := Φ+ ∩ w(Φ−) = {αw1 , w1(αw2), . . . , w1w2 · · ·wp−1(αwp)} ⊆ Φ+,
and that the weak order coincides with the inclusion order on inversion sets: w ≤ w′
if and only if inv(w) ⊆ inv(w′).
For finite Coxeter groups, the inversion sets of the elements of W are precisely
the biclosed subsets of Φ+. A set U ⊆ Φ+ is biclosed if and only if both U and its
complement Φ+ r U are closed under non-negative linear combinations in Φ+. In
other words, U is biclosed if and only if U ∪ −(Φ+ r U) is separable.
For a facet I of the subword complex SC(Q), we define R+(I) :=R(I) ∩ Φ+ and
R−(I) := − (R(I) ∩ Φ−). In other words, R+(I) and R−(I) are the subsets of Φ+
such that R(I) = R+(I) ∪ −R−(I). With these notations, the preimage of I under κ
is given by all w ∈W such that
R−(I) ⊆ inv(w) ⊆ Φ+ r R+(I).
While the definition of the map κ provides a direct geometric relation between
separable sets and root configurations, this alternative description provides a rela-
tion to inversion sets, and thus to the weak order. It moreover gives a criterion to
characterize the fibers of κ which have a meet or a join. For a facet I of SC(Q),
define ∧(I) and ∨(I) by
∧(I) :=
⋂
w∈κ−1(I)
inv(w) and ∨ (I) :=
⋃
w∈κ−1(I)
inv(w).
Remark 5.14. The subsets ∧(I) and ∨(I) can be computed from R(I) by the
following iterative procedure. Define two sequences (∧p(I))p∈N and (∨p(I))p∈N of
collections of positive roots by
(i) ∧0(I) :=R−(I) and ∨0(I) :=R+(I);
(ii) the set ∧p+1(I) is the set of positive roots α such that α = λ1α1 + λ2α2 for
some α1, α2 ∈ ∧p(I) and some λ1, λ2 ≥ 0, or such that λα + µβ ∈ ∧p(I) for
some β ∈ ∨p(I) and some λ, µ ≥ 0;
(iii) the set ∨p+1(I) is the set of positive roots β such that β = µ1β1 + µ2β2 for
some β1, β2 ∈ ∨p(I) and some µ1, µ2 ≥ 0, or such that λα + µβ ∈ ∨p(I) for
some α ∈ ∧p(I) and some λ, µ ≥ 0.
The sequences (∧p(I))p∈N and (∨p(I))p∈N are then stationary with limits ∧(I)
and Φ+ r ∨(I).
Proposition 5.15. The fiber κ−1(I) has a meet if and only if ∧(I) is biclosed and
a join if and only if ∨(I) is biclosed.
Proof. We first observe that, κ(w) = I if and only if ∧(I) ⊆ inv(w) ⊆ ∨(I). If ∧(I)
is biclosed, it is the inversion set of an element w ∈W . Then w is in κ−1(I) and it is
smaller than all the elements of κ−1(I) in weak order. It is thus the meet of κ−1(I).
Reciprocally, if the fiber κ−1(I) has a meet, its inversion set is precisely ∧(I), which
is thus biclosed. The proof is similar for the join. 
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Example 5.16. Consider the facet {2, 5, 6} of the subword complex SC(Qex) of
Example 2.5. Its root configuration is R({2, 5, 6}) = {e4 − e2, e4 − e1, e1 − e3},
thus R+({2, 5, 6}) = {e4 − e2, e4 − e1} and R−({2, 5, 6}) = {e3 − e1}. Its fiber is
κ−1({2, 5, 6}) = {2314, 3124, 3214} (see Figure 9). We have ∧({2, 5, 6}) = {e3 − e1}
and ∨({2, 5, 6}) = {e2−e1, e3−e2, e3−e1}. The fiber κ−1({2, 5, 6}) has no meet since
∧({2, 5, 6}) is not biclosed. However, its join is 3214 since ∨({2, 5, 6}) = inv(3214).
5.5. Minkowski sum decompositions into Coxeter matroid polytopes. Re-
member that the Minkowski sum of two polytopes Π1,Π2 ⊂ V is the polytope
Π1 + Π2 :=
{
v1 + v2 | v1 ∈ Π1, v2 ∈ Π2
} ⊂ V.
A vertex v of Π1 + Π2 maximizing a linear functional f : V → R on Π1 + Π2
is a sum v1 + v2 of vertices v1 ∈ Π1 and v2 ∈ Π2 maximizing f on Π1 and Π2
respectively.
Proposition 5.17. The brick polytope B(Q) is the Minkowski sum of the polytopes
B(Q, k) := conv {w(I, k) | I facet of SC(Q)}
over all positions k ∈ [m].
In other words, this proposition affirms that the sum and convex hull operators
in the definition of the brick polytope commute:
B(Q) := convI
∑
k
w(I, k) =
∑
k
convI w(I, k) =:
∑
k
B(Q, k),
where the index k of the sums ranges over the positions [m] and the index I of the
convex hulls ranges over the facets of the subword complex SC(Q).
Proof of Proposition 5.17. The proof is identical to that of [PS12, Proposition 3.26].
We repeat it here for the convenience of the reader.
First, by definition of the brick vector, the brick polytope B(Q) is clearly a subset
of the Minkowski sum
∑
k B(Q, k). To prove equality, we only need to show that
any vertex of
∑
k B(Q, k) is also a vertex of B(Q).
Consider a linear functional f : V → R. For any two adjacent facets I, J of SC(Q)
with I r i = J r j, and any k ∈ [m], we obtain that
• if w(I, k) /∈ {±w(I, i)}, then f(w(I, k)) = f(w(J, k));
• otherwise, f(w(I, k))− f(w(J, k)) has the same sign as f(B(I))− f(B(J))
by Lemma 4.5.
Consequently, a facet If maximizes f(B(·)) among all facets of SC(Q) if and only
if it maximizes f(w(·, k)) for any k ∈ [m].
Now let v be any vertex of
∑
k B(Q, k), and let fv : V → R denote a linear func-
tional maximized by v on
∑
k B(Q, k). Then v is the sum of the vertices in B(Q, k)
which maximize fv. Thus, v =
∑
k w(If , k) = B(If ) is a vertex of B(Q). 
Moreover, we observe that each summand B(Q, k) is a W -matroid polytope as
defined in [BGW97]. A W -matroid polytope is a polytope such that the group gen-
erated by the mirror symmetries of its edges is a subgroup of W . Equivalently, a
W -matroid polytope is a polytope whose edges are directed by the roots of Φ, and
whose vertex set lies on a sphere centered at the origin. The edges of each sum-
mand B(Q, k) are parallel to the roots since the edges of their Minkowski sum B(Q)
are, and the vertices of B(Q, k) are equidistant from the origin since they are all
images of wqk under the orthogonal group W . Thus, each summand B(Q, k) is
indeed a W -matroid polytope.
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Example 5.18. For the word Qex of Example 2.5, the Minkowski sum is formed by
five points B(Qex, k) for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 8}, three segments B(Qex, 4) = conv{e2, e4},
B(Qex, 6) = conv{1 − e1,1 − e3} and B(Qex, 9) = conv{1 − e3,1 − e4}, and one
triangle B(Qex, 7) = conv{e1 + e2, e2 + e3, e2 + e4}.
Example 5.19 (Duplicated word). Consider the word Qdup defined in Example 3.9.
According to our description of the weight function w(Iε, ·) given in Example 4.3,
we obtain that
• for k ∈ [N ], the polytope B(Qdup, k∗) is the single point ωk;
• for p ∈ P , the polytope B(Qdup, p∗ + 1) is the segment from ωp to ωp +αp.
Thus, the polytope B(Qdup) is the Minkowski sum of with the roots {αp | p ∈ P}
(considered as 1-dimensional polytopes) with the point Θ :=
∑
k∈[N ] ωk +
∑
p∈P ωp,
that is, a parallelepiped whose edges are the roots {αp | p ∈ P}.
6. Cluster complexes and generalized associahedra revisited
The cluster complex was defined in [FZ03] to encode the exchange graph of clus-
ters in cluster algebras. Its first polytopal realization was constructed by F. Chapo-
ton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky [CFZ02]. A more general realization of c-cluster
complexes for general finite Coxeter groups was later obtained by C. Hohlweg,
C. Lange, and H. Thomas [HLT11], based on the c-Cambrian fans of N. Reading
and D. Speyer [Rea06, Rea07b, RS09]. Recently S. Stella generalized in [Ste13] the
approach of [CFZ02] and showed that the resulting realizations of the associahedra
coincide with that of [HLT11].
We explore in this section a completely different approach to construct general-
ized associahedra, based on subword complexes and brick polytopes. In [CLS14],
C. Ceballos, J.-P. Labbe´ and the second author proved that the c-cluster complex
is isomorphic to the subword complex SC(cw◦(c)), where w◦(c) is the c-sorting
word for w◦ ∈ W . In this section, we first study the brick polytope of these spe-
cific subword complexes, show that the polar of the brick polytope indeed realizes
the cluster complex, and provide an explicit combinatorial description of its ver-
tices, its normal vectors, and its facets. Using these descriptions, we show that the
brick polytope and the generalized associahedra in [HLT11] only differ by an affine
translation. This opens new perspectives on the latter realization, and provides
new proofs of several constructions therein, in particular their connections with the
Cambrian lattices and fans studied in [Rea06, Rea07b, RS09, RS11]. Finally, we
show that one can directly compute the exchange matrix corresponding to a given
facet of the c-cluster complex using the geometry of the subword complex.
6.1. Cluster complexes as subword complexes and their inductive struc-
ture. We first briefly recall some results from [CLS14] that we will use all along
this section. Consider a finite Coxeter system (W,S) and let c be a Coxeter element,
i.e. the product of all simple reflections of S in a given order. Following [Rea07b], we
choose an arbitrary reduced expression c of c and let w(c) denote the c-sorting word
of w, i.e. the lexicographically first (as a sequence of positions) reduced subword
of c∞ for w. In particular, let w◦(c) denote the c-sorting word of the longest ele-
ment w◦ ∈W . Let N := `(w◦) = |Φ+|, and let m :=n+N be the length of cw◦(c).
The following statement was proven in [CLS14].
Theorem 6.1 ([CLS14]). The subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) is isomorphic to the
c-cluster complex.
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In Sections 6.4 to 6.6 we will need the following two properties of SC(cw◦(c))
exhibited in [CLS14]. These properties do not hold for general spherical subword
complexes, and describe an important inductive structure of cluster complexes.
First, the rearrangement in Lemma 2.6 together with the rotation in Lemma 2.7
provides an isomorphism between the c-cluster complex and the c′-cluster complex
for different Coxeter elements c and c′.
Lemma 6.2 ([CLS14, Proposition 4.3]). Let s be an initial letter in c and set
c′ := scs with a reduced expression c′. The rotation operator in Lemma 2.7 provides
an isomorphism between the subword complexes SC(cw◦(c)) and SC(c′w◦(c′)).
The second lemma shows how a cluster complex contains cluster complexes for
standard parabolic subgroups.
Lemma 6.3 ([CLS14, Lemma 5.2]). Let s be the initial letter in c, and let I be a
facet of SC(cw◦(c)) for which 1 ∈ I. Then r(I, j) ∈ Φ〈αs〉 for all j ∈ I with j 6= 1.
These two lemmas translate the following inductive structure of cluster com-
plexes. Let s be initial in c, let c be a word for c starting with s, and let I be a
facet of SC(cw◦(c)). Then there are two cases:
(i) 1 /∈ I. We have by Lemma 6.2 that I, shifted by one, is a facet of the subword
complex for the word c′w◦(c′) with c′ := scs.
(ii) 1 ∈ I. Lemma 6.3 ensures that k /∈ I for all k such that r(I, k) ∈ ΦrΦ〈αs〉. By
Proposition 3.6, we therefore obtain that I can also be considered as a facet
of the subword complex for the word c′w◦(c′) with c′ := sc (see also [CLS14,
Lemma 5.4]).
The first n positions of [m] form a facet Ie of the subword complex SC(cw◦(c))
since its complement w◦(c) is a reduced expression for w◦. For convenience, we call
this facet the initial facet, and observe that it is the unique source in the increasing
flip graph. The notation Ie is due to the fact that κ
−1(Ie) = {e} where e ∈ W is
the identity element.
6.2. Realizing cluster complexes. We now construct geometric realizations of
cluster complexes, based on their interpretation in terms of subword complexes.
The following theorem is an easy consequence of the results on brick polytopes
developed in this paper.
Theorem 6.4. The polar of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) realizes the subword com-
plex SC(cw◦(c)).
Proof. The root configuration R([n]) of the initial facet Ie = [n] of the subword
complex SC(cw◦(c)) coincides with the root basis ∆. Thus, the subword complex
SC(cw◦(c)) is root independent, and Theorem 4.8 ensures that it is isomorphic to
the boundary complex of the polar of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)). 
Example 6.5. We illustrate the results of this section with the Coxeter ele-
ment cex := τ1τ2τ3 of A3. The c
ex-sorting word of w◦ is w◦(cex) = τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ1. We
thus consider the word cexw◦(cex) := τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ1. The facets of the subword
complex SC(cexw◦(cex)) are {1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}, {4, 5, 6}, {5, 6, 7}, {6, 7, 8},
{6, 8, 9}, {4, 6, 9}, {3, 5, 7}, {2, 4, 9}, {1, 3, 7}, {1, 7, 8}, {1, 8, 9}, and {1, 2, 9}. Their
brick vectors and the brick polytope B(cexw◦(cex)) are represented in Figure 12.
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B({1,2,9})=(3,3,8,6)
B({3,4,5})=(5,2,4,9)
B({1,2,3})=(3,3,5,9)
B({2,3,4})=(4,2,5,9)
B({4,5,6})=(6,2,4,8)
B({6,8,9})=(6,4,4,6)
B({4,6,9})=(6,2,6,6)
B({3,5,7})=(5,3,3,9)
B({2,4,9})=(4,2,8,6)
B({1,3,7})=(3,5,3,9)
B({1,8,9})=(3,7,4,6)
B({5,6,7})=(6,3,3,8)
B({6,7,8})=(6,4,3,7)
B({1,7,8})=(3,7,3,7)
Figure 12. The brick polytope B(cexw◦(cex)), for the Coxeter
element cex = τ1τ2τ3, is J.-L. Loday’s 3-dimensional associahedron.
6.3. Normal vectors and facets. We define the weight configuration of a facet I
of SC(cw◦(c)) to be the set
W(I) :=
{
w(I, i) | i ∈ I}
of all weights associated to the elements of I. Although not relevant for general
words, the weight configuration is interesting for cw◦(c) for the following reason.
Proposition 6.6. For any facet I of SC(cw◦(c)), and any position i ∈ I, the weight
w(I, i) is a normal vector of the facet cone {r(I, j) | j ∈ I r i} of the cone C(I).
Thus, the normal cone C(I) of B(I) in B(cw◦(c)) is generated by the weight con-
figuration W(I) of I.
Proof. We derive this result from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. If 1 /∈ I, we can apply
Lemma 6.2 to rotate the first letter s in cw◦(c). This rotation results in applying
the reflection s both to the normal cone C(I) and to the weight configuration W(I),
and we are again in the same situation for the subword complex SC(c′w◦(c′)) for the
Coxeter element c′ = scs. We can thus assume that 1 ∈ I. Now using Lemma 6.3,
the facet I contains, except for the first position 1 ∈ I, only letters j for which r(I, j)
belongs to Φ〈αc1 〉. Thus, w(I, 1) is orthogonal to all the roots of R(I)r r(I, 1). 
To obtain the inequality description of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)), we study
carefully certain facets of SC(cw◦(c)). We need to introduce the following notations.
Let w1, . . . ,wN denote the letters of the c-sorting word of w◦. For k ∈ [N ], define
ρk :=w1 · · ·wk ∈W to be the product of the first k letters of w◦(c), and set by
convention ρ0 := e. Moreover, let
αk := ρk−1(αwk), ωk := ρk−1(ωwk), and Ω :=
∑
k∈[N ]
ωk.
Remember that ∆ := {αs | s ∈ S} denotes the set of simple roots of W , while
∇ := {ωs | s ∈ S} denotes the set of fundamental weights of W .
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Proposition 6.7. For any k ∈ {0, . . . , N}, the root configuration, the weight con-
figuration, and the brick vector of the facet κ(ρk) of SC(cw◦(c)) are given by
R(κ(ρk)) = ρk(∆), W(κ(ρk)) = ρk(∇) and B(κ(ρk)) = Ω + ρk
(∑
s∈S
ωs
)
.
Proof. For this proof, we need some additional definitions. In the word cw◦(c), we
say that a position i is terminal if there is no position j > i such that the ith and jth
letters of cw◦(c) coincide. Let T denote the set of terminal positions. For k ∈ [N ],
let jk = k+n+ 1, and let ik denote the position in cw◦(c) of the last occurrence of
the jk
th letter of cw◦(c) before jk. Note that k + 1 ≤ ik ≤ k + n, that ik+1 ≤ ik+1,
and that all positions i with ik + 1 ≤ i < ik+1 are terminal.
We first prove by induction on k that κ(ρk) = (T ∩ [ik − 1]) ∪ {ik, . . . , jk − 1}
and that r(κ(ρk), ik) = r(κ(ρk), jk) = αk+1. The result is clear for k = 0, for which
κ(e) = [n], i0 = 1 and j0 = n+ 1. Assume that it holds for a given k ∈ [N ]. Since
ρk+1 = ρkw(k+1), we derive from Lemma 5.3 that
κ(ρk+1) = (κ(ρk)r ik) ∪ jk = (T ∩ [ik − 1]) ∪ {ik + 1, . . . , jk}
= (T ∩ [ik+1 − 1]) ∪ {ik+1, . . . , jk+1 − 1}.
By {ik+1, . . . , jk+1−1} ⊆ κ(ρk+1), we get ΠQ[ik+1−1]rκ(ρk+1) = ΠQ[jk+1−1]rκ(ρk+1),
and thus r(κ(ρk+1), ik+1) = r(κ(ρk+1), jk+1). Moreover, since κ(ρk+1) ⊆ [jk], we
get ΠQ[jk]rκ(ρk+1) = ρk+1, and thus r(κ(ρk+1), jk+1) = ρk+1(αw(k+2)) = αk+2. This
proves that the induction hypothesis holds for k + 1.
From this description of the facet κ(ρk), we can now derive its weight configura-
tion W(ρk). Consider a position i ∈ κ(ρk), and let s denote the ith letter of cw◦(c).
If i is terminal, then w(κ(ρk), i) = w◦(ωs) = ρk(ωs). If i ∈ {ik, . . . , jk − 1}, then
w(κ(ρk), i) = ΠQ[ik−1]rκ(ρk) = ρk(ωs) since {ik, . . . , jk − 1} ⊆ κ(ρk) ⊆ [jk − 1]. In
both cases, we have w(κ(ρk), i) = ρk(ωs) for all i ∈ κ(ρk). Since each simple reflec-
tion s ∈ S appears in the word cw◦(c) either at a terminal position before ik, or at
a position in {ik, . . . , jk − 1}, we obtain that W(κ(ρk)) = ρk(∇).
We can now compute the brick vector B(κ(ρk)). First, we have that∑
i∈κ(ρk)
w(κ(ρk), i) = ρk
(∑
s∈S
ωs
)
.
Second, using that κ(ρk)rik = κ(ρk+1)rjk, that {ik, . . . , jk−1} ⊆ κ(ρk), and that
the ik
th and jk
th letters of cw◦(c) coincide, we observe that the reduced expression
of w◦ given by the complement of κ(ρk) is always w◦(c). This ensures that∑
i/∈κ(ρk)
w(κ(ρk), i) =
∑
k∈[N ]
ωk =: Ω.
Summing the two contributions, we derive the brick vector
B(κ(ρk)) :=
∑
i∈[m]
w(κ(ρk), i) = Ω + ρk
(∑
s∈S
ωs
)
.
Finally, according to Lemma 4.5, the root configuration R(κ(ρk)) is the set of
roots orthogonal to the facet defining hyperplanes of the normal cone of B(κ(ρk))
in B(cw◦(c)). Since this cone is generated by W(κ(ρk)) = ρk(∇), we obtain
that R(κ(ρk)) = ρk(∆). 
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Corollary 6.8. The normal vectors of the facets of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c))
are given by −∇ ∪ {ωk | k ∈ [N ]}.
Proof. By Proposition 6.6, the normal vectors of the facets of the brick poly-
tope B(cw◦(c)) are the weights w(I, i) for I facet of SC(cw◦(c)) and i ∈ I. Moreover,
the weight w(I, i) is independent of the facet I of SC(cw◦(c)) containing i. The re-
sult thus follows from Proposition 6.7 since the facets κ(ρk) cover all positions of [m],
and the union of their weight configurations is precisely −∇ ∪ {ωk | k ∈ [N ]}. 
Let q :=
∑
s∈S ωs, and let Perm(W ) := conv {w(q) | w ∈W} be the balanced
W -permutahedron.
Theorem 6.9. The brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) is obtained from the balanced permu-
tahedron Perm(W ) removing all facets which do not intersect {ρk(q) | 0 ≤ k ≤ N}},
and then translating by the vector Ω :=
∑
k∈[N ] ωk.
Proof. Let B′ denote the translate of B(cw◦(c)) by the vector −Ω. By Proposi-
tion 6.7, the vertices of B′ and Perm(W ) corresponding to the prefixes ρk of w◦(c)
coincide, as well as their normal cones. Thus, the facets of B′ and Perm(W ) con-
taining these vertices are defined by the same inequalities. The result thus follows
from Corollary 6.8 which affirms that these inequalities exhaust all facets of B′. 
Corollary 6.10. Up to the translation by the vector Ω, the brick polytope B(cw◦(c))
coincides with the c-associahedron Assoc(W ) in [HLT11].
Remark 6.11. By a recent work of S. Stella [Ste13], the c-associahedron Assoc(W )
also coincides, up to an affine translation, with the first realization of the cluster
complex by F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky [CFZ02] and its general-
ization by S. Stella [Ste13]. We thus obtained in the present paper the vertex
description of both realizations (by Definition 4.1) and a natural Minkowski sum
decomposition into W -matroid polytopes (by Proposition 5.17).
In a subsequent paper, we will use this new approach to generalized associahedra
to show that the vertex barycenters of all c-associahedra Assoc(W ) coincide with
those of the corresponding W -permutahedron Permq(W ) [PS15]. This generalizes
results by C. Hohlweg and J. Lortie and A. Raymond in the case of the symmetric
group [HLR10] and answers several questions asked by C. Hohlweg in [Hoh12].
Example 6.12. For the Coxeter element cex := τ1τ2τ3 of Example 6.5, the transla-
tion vector is Ω = (3, 2, 3, 6). We have represented in Figure 13 the balanced 3-di-
mensional permutahedron Perm(A3) := conv {σ(0, 1, 2, 3) | σ ∈ S4} together with
the 3-dimensional associahedron B(cexw◦(cex))− Ω. The set {ρk(q) | 0 ≤ k ≤ 6}
are all the vertices located on the leftmost path from the bottommost vertex to the
topmost vertex in the graphs of these polytopes (they are marked with strong red
dots). The facets of the permutahedron Perm(A3) containing these points, which
give precisely the facets of the associahedron B(cexw◦(cex))− Ω, are shaded.
In the end of this paper, we revisit various results contained in [HLT11]. The
approach developed in this paper, based on subword complexes and brick polytopes,
enables us to simplify certain proofs and connections.
First, we provide a new way to see that the c-singletons as defined in [HLT11]
can be used to characterize the vertices common to the brick polytope B(cw◦(c))
and to the balanced W -permutahedron Perm(W ). In the following list, immediate
reformulations of the same characterization are indicated by a — symbol.
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Figure 13. The brick polytope SC(cexw◦(cex)) is obtained remov-
ing facets of the balanced permutahedron Perm(A3). The remain-
ing facets of the permutahedron are shaded.
Proposition 6.13. The following properties are equivalent for an element w ∈W :
(i) The element w is a singleton for the map κ, i.e. κ−1(κ(w)) = {w}.
(ii) The root configuration of κ(w) is given by R(κ(w)) = w(∆).
— The root configuration R(κ(w)) of κ(w) is a simple system for W , that is, the
set of extremal roots of a separable subset of Φ.
— The cone C(κ(w)) of B(cw◦(c)) at B(κ(w)) is the polar cone of the cham-
ber w(C) of the Coxeter arrangement of W , i.e. C(κ(w)) = w(C) = w(C).
(iii) The weight configuration W(κ(w)) of κ(w) is given by W(κ(w)) = w(∇).
— The weight configuration W(κ(w)) of κ(w) generates a chamber of the Coxeter
arrangement of W .
— The normal cone C(κ(w)) of B(κ(w)) ∈ B(cw◦(c)) coincides with the cham-
ber w(C) of the Coxeter arrangement of W , i.e. C(κ(w)) = w(C).
(iv) The vertices B(κ(w)) of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) and w(q) of the balanced
W -permutahedron Perm(W ) coincide up to Ω, i.e. B(κ(w)) = Ω + w(q).
(v) There exist reduced expressions w of w and c of c such that w is a prefix
of w◦(c).
(vi) The complement of κ(w) in cw◦(c) is w◦(c).
Proof. Properties (i), (ii), and (iii), as well as their respective variants, are equiva-
lent according to Lemma 5.3, Proposition 5.4, and Proposition 6.6.
If w violates (v), then at least one of the weights of w(∇) does not belong
to −∇ ∪ {ωk | k ∈ [N ]}. Proposition 6.6 then affirms that w also violates (iii).
Thus, (iii) implies (v).
We proved in Proposition 6.7 that any prefix of w◦(c) satisfies (iv). It is now
simple to see that the isomorphism between SC(cw◦(c)) and SC(c′w◦(c′)) given in
Lemma 6.2 commutes with the root configuration R(·), the brick vector B(·) and
the map κ. In particular, the functions R(κ(·)) and B(κ(·)) are independent of the
choice of the reduced expression c of c. Consequently, Proposition 6.7 ensures that
(v) implies (iv).
Similarly, we have seen in the proof of Proposition 6.7 that (vi) holds when w is
a prefix of w◦(c). Up to commutations, we thus have that (v) implies (vi).
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Figure 14. The c-associahedron of type A3 for the Coxeter ele-
ment c being τ1τ2τ3 (top left), τ3τ2τ1 (top right), τ2τ1τ3 (bottom
left), and τ3τ1τ2 (bottom right).
Figure 15. The c-associahedron of type B3 for the Coxeter ele-
ment c being τ2τ1χ (top) and τ2χτ1 (bottom).
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Figure 16. An H3-associahedron.
Since the permutahedron Perm(W ) is a simple polytope, the only vertices which
can survive when removing a set F of facets of Perm(W ) are those which do not
belong to any facet of F . Consequently, Theorem 6.9 ensures that (iv) implies (iii).
Finally, if the complement of κ(w) in cw◦(c) is precisely w◦(c), then the weights
of κ(w) all lie in −∇ ∪ {ωk | k ∈ [N ]}. Thus, all facets incident to κ(w) when
deleting the facets of the permutahedron, and (vi) implies (iii). 
Remark 6.14. For completeness, we want to point out that all definitions and
results of Sections 3 and 4 easily generalize if we replace r(I, k) by λ(qk)r(I, k)
and w(I, k) by λ(qk)w(I, k) for an arbitrary function λ : S → R>0. The resulting
polytope Bλ(Q) has the same combinatorial properties for any λ, but its geometry
is different. We decided to present our construction and results with λ ≡ 1 to
simplify the exposition. In the special case of the subword complex SCcw◦(c), the
resulting brick polytope Bλ(cw◦(c)) is a translate of the c-associahedron Assoxc (W )
in [HLT11], where x =
∑
s∈S λ(s)ωs. This polytope is obtained from the permuta-
hedron Permx(W ) removing all facets which do not intersect {ρk(x) | 0 ≤ k ≤ N}.
Example 6.15. Figures 14, 15, and 16 represent type A3, B3, and H3 associahedra
obtained by removing facets of the type A3, B3, and H3 permutahedra of Figures 2,
3, and 4. They are all obtained from the corresponding permutahedron removing
facets not containing c-singletons, which are marked with dots.
Remark 6.16. In regard of the results of this section, it is tempting to try to
generalize the geometric description of the generalized associahedra to all brick
polytopes. We observe however that there exist root independent subword com-
plexes SC(Q) for which:
• The weight configuration W(I) = {w(I, i) | i ∈ I} of a facet I does not
necessarily generate the normal cone of B(I) in B(Q).
• No element w ∈W is a singleton for the map κ. In other words, no chamber
of the Coxeter fan is the normal cone of a vertex of the brick polytope B(Q).
In particular, the chambers C and w◦(C) are not necessarily normal cones
of the brick polytope.
• No translate of the brick polytope B(Q) is obtained from a W -permuta-
hedron by deleting facets.
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The word Qex = τ2τ3τ1τ3τ2τ1τ2τ3τ1 from Example 2.5 provides an interesting
example. First, the normal cone of B({2, 3, 9}) is not generated by the weight con-
figuration W({2, 3, 9}) since w({2, 3, 9}, 2) = e4 6⊥ e3 − e4 = r({2, 3, 9}, 9). Second,
neither C nor w◦(C) are normal cones of B(Qex), see Figures 9 and 10. Finally,
the brick polytope B(Qex) cannot be obtained from a permutahedron by removing
facets. Indeed, one can see in Figure 8 that the distance between the two pen-
tagonal facets of B(Qex) (orthogonal to the vector (1,−3, 1, 1)) is half the distance
between the topmost and bottommost rectangular facets of B(Qex) (orthogonal
to (−3, 1, 1, 1)), while the corresponding facets of any A3-permutahedron are at
equal distance. The duplicated word τ1τ1τ2τ2τ3τ3τ1τ2τ1 in type A3 even gives an
example where the map κ has no singleton since all fibers have 2 or 6 elements.
6.4. Five Coxeter-Catalan families. In this section, we temporally interrupt
our geometric study of the cluster complex to describe and relate the combinatorics
of several Coxeter-Catalan families. We will need these relations in the following
section to connect brick polytopes to Cambrian lattices and fans. We revisit here
the bijective connections between
(i) the set Clus(W, c) of c-clusters,
(ii) the set Sort(W, c) of c-sortable elements,
(iii) the set NC(W, c) of c-noncrossing partitions,
(iv) the set NN(W ) of c-noncrossing subspaces,
and describe their connection to the set of facets of SC(cw◦(c)) which we denote for
convenience in this section by Fac(W, c). The bijective connections are summarized
in Figure 17.
Clus(W, c) Sort(W, c) NC(W, c) NN(W )
Fac(W, c)
clc
rpc
ncc
lrc soc lpc
AST
Figure 17. Coxeter-Catalan families and their connections.
All connections between these Coxeter-Catalan families are based on their anal-
ogous inductive structure, described in Section 6.1. Although the proofs heavily
depend on this inductive structure, most maps can also be described directly.
6.4.1. Facets of the subword complex and clusters. Since this connection is the
most straightforward, we start with the identification between c-clusters and facets
of SC(cw◦(c)) as given in [CLS14]. To this end, let Φ≥−1 := −∆ ∪ Φ+ be the set
of almost positive roots. Denote by w(c) := w1 · · ·w`(w) the c-sorting word of some
element w ∈ W , i.e. the lexicographically first reduced subword of c∞ for w, and
let m :=n+ `(w) be the length of the word cw(c). Associate to each position i ∈ [m]
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in this word an almost positive root lrc(w, i) by
lrc(w, i) :=
{
−αci if i ≤ n,
w1 · · ·wi−n−1(αwi−n) otherwise.
In the case where w is the longest element w◦, it is shown in [CLS14, Theorem 2.2]
that the map lrc(·) := lrc(w◦, ·) induces a bijection lrc : Fac(W, c) −→ Clus(W, c)
between facets of SC(cw◦(c)) and c-clusters,
lrc :
Fac(W, c) −→ Clus(W, c)
I 7−→ {lrc(i) | i ∈ I} .
In other words, write once and for all the set of almost positive roots Φ≥−1 as the
list lrc(1), . . . , lrc(m). Then the cluster lrc(I) associated to a facet I in Fac(W, c)
is given by its sublist at positions in I, while the facet lr−1c (X) associated to a
c-cluster X is the set of positions of X within this list. Note in particular that the
elements in the c-cluster X are naturally ordered by their position in this list. We
here use this description of c-clusters as the definition of the set Clus(W, c) and
refer the reader to [Rea07a] and [CLS14] for further background.
Example 6.17. Consider the Coxeter element cex := τ1τ2τ3 of A3 already discussed
in Example 6.5 . The cex-sorting word for w◦ is cexw◦(cex) = τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ1. There-
fore, the list lrcex(1), . . . , lrcex(m) is given by
e1 − e2, e2 − e3, e3 − e4, e2 − e1, e3 − e1, e4 − e1, e3 − e2, e4 − e2, e4 − e3.
Consider now the facet F ex := {4, 6, 9} ∈ Fac(A3, cex). Its associated cluster is
given by lrcex(F
ex) = {e2− e1, e4− e1, e4− e3}, while its root configuration is given
by R(F ex) = {e3 − e2, e1 − e3, e3 − e4}. The following proposition gives a direct
relation between these two sets of roots.
The next proposition connects the root configuration R(I) to the c-cluster lrc(I)
associated to a facet I ∈ Fac(W, c). This connection enables us to compute R(I)
from lrc(I) and vice versa. We will need it later in the description of the bijection
rpc : Clus(W, c) −→ NC(W, c).
Proposition 6.18. Let I := {i1 < · · · < in} be a facet in Fac(W, c). Consider its
root configuration R(I) = {α1, . . . , αn}, where αp := r(I, ip), and the associated c-
cluster lrc(I) = {β1, . . . , βn}, where βp := lrc(ip). Moreover, let j be such that ij ≤ n
and ij+1 > n, or in other words, {β1, . . . , βj} ⊆ −∆, {βj+1, . . . , βn} ⊆ Φ+〈β1,...,βj〉.
For any p with j < p ≤ n, we have
αp = −sβn · · · sβp+1(βp) and βp = −sαn · · · sαp+1(αp).(6.1)
Moreover, we have
sαj+1 · · · sαn = sβn · · · sβj+1 = c′,(6.2)
where c′ is obtained from c by removing all letters sβ1 , . . . , sβj . Finally, the re-
flections sαj+1 , . . . , sαn can be reordered by transpositions of consecutive commuting
reflections such that all positive roots in
{
αj+1, . . . , αn
}
appear first in this product,
followed by the negatives.
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Proof. Starting with αn = −βn, it is straightforward to check that both state-
ments in (6.1) are equivalent. We thus only show the second equality. We write
cw◦(c) := q1 · · · qm, and observe that by definition,
βp = w◦qmqm−1 · · · qip(αqip ),
αp = w◦qmqm−1 · · · qˆin · · · qˆip+1 · · · qip+1(αqip ),(∗)
where the hats on the qˆin , . . . , qˆip+1 mean that they are omitted in the expres-
sion for αp. Thus applying successively sβn , . . . , sβp+1 to αp inserts successively
qin , . . . , qip+1 into the righthand side of (∗), statement (6.1) follows. To prove (6.2),
observe that the first equality follows from (6.1) with p = j+1. The second equality
is directly deduced from [CLS14, Proposition 2.8] with k = 1. To see the last part
of this proposition, observe that one can directly check that this statement holds if
W is a dihedral group. In general, if two reflections sαk and sαk′ in this product for
which one root is positive while the other is negative, do not commute, the positions
k and k′ form a facet of the subword complex reduced to the parabolic subgroup
of W generated by sαk and sαk′ , and thus sαk must be positive, while sαk′ must
be negative. Compare Proposition 3.6 for the construction of the subword complex
reduced to a parabolic subgroup. 
6.4.2. Facets of the subword complex and sortable elements. Recall the definition of
c-sortable elements from [Rea07b]. Let w be an element ofW . Its c-sorting word can
be written as w(c) = cK1cK2 · · · cKp , where cK denotes the subword of c only taking
the simple reflections in K ⊆ S into account. The element w is called c-sortable
if its c-sorting word w(c) = cK1cK2 · · · cKp is nested, i.e. if K1 ⊇ K2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Kp.
Observe that the property of being c-sortable does not depend on the particular
reduced expression c but only on c. We denote by Sort(W, c) the set of c-sortable
elements in W .
N. Reading defines the bijection clc : Sort(W, c) −→ Clus(W, c) between c-
sortable elements and c-clusters in [Rea07b, Theorem 8.1] by
clc(w) :=
{
lrc(i) | wi is the last occurrence of a letter in cw(c)
}
.
He also provides the following inductive description of c-sortable elements. Let
w ∈W , and let s be initial in c, i.e. `(sc) < `(c). Then
w ∈ Sort(W, c) ⇐⇒
{
sw ∈ Sort(W, scs) if `(sw) < `(w),
w ∈ Sort(W〈s〉, sc) if `(sw) > `(w).
The first case yields an induction on the length `(w), while the second case is an
induction on the rank of W . This inductive structure is analogous to that of the
subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) presented in Section 6.1, and thus yield a bijection
soc := cl
−1
c ◦ lrc : Fac(W, c) −→ Sort(W, c).
In this paper, we have already seen two ways of computing soc:
(1) The first uses the inductive description: the c-sorting word w of w = soc(I)
is obtained by looking at the first letter s of cw◦(c). If 1 /∈ I, this letter is
appended to w, and the first letter is rotated. Otherwise, it is not appended
to w and all positions k for which r(I, k) ∈ Φr Φ〈αs〉 are deleted.
(2) The second uses the iterative procedure described in Remark 5.14 and
Proposition 5.15.
Observe that the first follows the same lines as the description in [Rea07b, Re-
mark 6.9], see also Section 6.4.3 below.
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Example 6.19. Consider the facet F ex := {4, 6, 9} ∈ Fac(A3, cex) already men-
tioned in Example 6.17. Its root configuration is R(F ex) = {e3 − e2, e1 − e3, e3 − e4}
so that R+(F ex) = {e3 − e2} and R−(F ex) = {e3 − e1, e4 − e3}. Consequently, we
have ∧(F ex) = {e3 − e1, e4 − e3, e4 − e1, e2 − e1}, which is the inversion set of the
cex-sortable element soc(F
ex) = 2431 = τ1τ2τ3|τ2. Figure 19 represents all facets
of Fac(A3, c
ex) and their corresponding cex-sortable elements by the map socex .
In the following, we use the inductive structure of SC(w◦(c)) to see that the root
configuration was already present in [RS11]. Therein, N. Reading and D. Speyer
defined inductively a set Cc(w) associated to a c-sortable element w,
Cc(w) :=
{
sCscs(sw) if `(sw) < `(w),
Csc(w) ∪ {αs} if `(sw) > `(w).
This set is intimately related to the root configuration.
Proposition 6.20. For any facet I ∈ Fac(W, c), the root configuration R(I) and
the set Cc(soc(I)) coincide.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the inductive description of c-sortable ele-
ments and of the facets of SC(cw◦(c)) presented above. 
Proposition 6.20 yields the following description of Cc(w). Let w ∈W be c-
sortable with c-sorting word w := w1 · · ·w`(w), let s ∈ S, and let k ∈ [`(w)]. We
say that w skips s in position k + 1 if the leftmost instance of s in c∞ not used in
w occurs after position k. A skip s at position k + 1 is moreover called forced if
w1 · · ·wk(αs) ∈ Φ−, and unforced otherwise.
Corollary 6.21 ([RS11, Proposition 5.1]). We have
Cc(w) =
{
w1 · · ·wk(αs) | w skips s at position k + 1
}
and the forced and unforced skips are given by the intersection of Cc(w) with Φ−
and with Φ+, respectively.
Remark 6.22. Remark 3.5 yields a shortcut for so−1c = lr
−1
c ◦ clc : Sort(W, c) −→
Fac(W, c) using Proposition 6.20 and its Corollary 6.21. Observe moreover that
the distinction between forced and unforced skips naturally arises when we sweep
the word cw◦(c) from left to right as described in Remark 3.5.
6.4.3. Facets of the subword complex and noncrossing partitions. We start with re-
calling the definition of noncrossing partitions as given for example in [Rea07b,
Section 5] (see also Lemma 5.2 therein for an inductive description). Define the
reflection length `R(w) for w ∈W to be the length of the shortest factorization of w
into reflections. Observe that in particular, the reflection length of any Coxeter ele-
ment c is n. An element w ∈W is a noncrossing partition if `R(w) + `R(w−1c) = n.
The set of all noncrossing partitions is denoted by NC(W, c). The term partition has
historical reasons and comes from the connection to noncrossing set partitions in
the classical types. The c-sorting word w(c) := w1 . . .w`(w) of some element w ∈W
induces a total order on its inversion set
inv(w) :=
{
αw1 , w1(αw2), . . . , w1w2 · · ·w`(w)−1(αw`(w))
} ⊆ Φ+.
The (ordered) set of cover reflections of w is given by
cov(w) :=
{
t ∈ R | tw = ws < w for some s ∈ S} ⊆ {sβ | β ∈ inv(w)}.
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In [Rea07b, Theorem 6.1], N. Reading showed that the map
ncc :
Sort(W, c) −→ NC(W, c)
w 7−→ t1 · · · tk
is a bijection, where {t1, . . . , tk} = cov(w) is the ordered set of cover reflections of w.
Using this result and the description of Cc(w) in the previous section, we are
now in the situation to provide a direct connection between facets in Fac(W, c)
and noncrossing partitions. A position i in a facet I ∈ Fac(W, c) is an upper
position in I if r(I, i) ∈ Φ−. Moreover, its corresponding almost positive root lrc(i)
is an upper root in lrc(I). Compare the original equivalent definition of upper roots
before Corollary 8.6 in [RS09].
Theorem 6.23. The bijection lpc = ncc ◦ soc is given by
lpc :
Fac(W, c) −→ NC(W, c)
I 7−→ sr(I,j1) · · · sr(I,jk),
where {j1 < · · · < jk} is the collection of upper positions in I.
Proof. The construction of soc : Fac(W, c) −→ Sort(W, c) implies that the sorted
set of cover reflections of soc(I) is given by R(I)∩Φ−. This can as well be deduced
from [RS11, Proposition 5.2] together with Proposition 6.20. The statement then
follows from the above description of the map ncc : Sort(W, c) −→ NC(W, c). 
Example 6.24. Consider the facet F ex := {4, 6, 9} ∈ Fac(A3, cex) mentioned in Ex-
amples 6.17 and 6.19. Its root configuration is R(F ex) = {e3 − e2, e1 − e3, e3 − e4}.
Consequently, its upper positions are 6 and 9 and its associated c-noncrossing par-
tition is lpcex(F
ex) = (13)(34) = 3241.
Using Theorem 6.23 together with the description of the h-vector in Remark 5.8,
we immediately obtain the following corollary for the number of noncrossing parti-
tions of a given reflection length.
Corollary 6.25. Let h
(SC(cw◦(c))) = (h0, . . . , hn) be the h-vector of the subword
complex SC(cw◦(c)). Then∣∣ {w ∈ NC(W, c) | `R(w) = i} ∣∣ = hn−i.(6.3)
Theorem 6.26. The bijection rpc = lpc ◦ lr−1c is given by
rpc :
Clus(W, c) −→ NC(W, c)
{β1, . . . , βn} 7−→ sβjk · · · sβj1 ,
where the product is taken over all upper roots from right to left (recall here that a
c-cluster is naturally ordered, see Section 6.4.1).
Proof. Observe that Proposition 6.18 immediately implies that the bijection rpc as
given in Theorem 6.26 is well-defined. Let I = {i1 < · · · < in} be the facet in
Fac(W, c) such that lrc(I) is given by {β1, . . . , βn}. The set of upper positions in
I is then given by {j1 < · · · < jk} ⊆ I. We have seen in Proposition 6.18, that
the reflections corresponding to upper positions appear as a suffix of the product
sαj+1 · · · sαn on the left-hand side of Proposition 6.18(6.2). Together with Proposi-
tion 6.18 (6.1), we thus obtain that
sβik · · · sβi1 = slrc(ik) · · · slrc(i1) = sr(I,i1) · · · sr(I,ik).
The statement follows. 
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Example 6.27. Consider the cex-cluster Xex := {e2−e1, e4−e1, e4−e3}. Its upper
roots are e4 − e1 and e4 − e3. Consequently, its associated noncrossing partition
is rpc(X
ex) = (34)(14) = 3241.
Remark 6.28. The composition of rpc with the map AST : NC(W, c) −→ NN(W )
was described in [RS09, Theorem 11.1] using some further recursive notions, see
also the paragraph thereafter. We here provide a direct map, not using the re-
cursive structure. Theorem 6.26 provides as well new proofs of [RS09, Conjec-
tures 11.2 and 11.3] which were as well proven in [IT09, Theorem 4.10].
Finally, we sketch an inductive description of scc : NN(W ) −→ Fac(W, c). To
construct the image scc(L) of a c-noncrossing subspace L ∈ NN(W ), consider two
cases depending on the last letter qm of cw◦(c). We set s :=ψ(qm), which we
can assume to be final in c, and we define c′ := scs and c′′ := cs = sc′. The two
cases depend on the inductive description of the facets describing how to embed
Fac(W, c′) and Fac(W〈s〉, c′′) into Fac(W, c).
(i) If L is not contained in the reflection hyperplane of s, scc(L) is given by the
facet scc′(sL) inside Fac(W, c
′).
(ii) If L is contained in the reflection hyperplane of s, we obtain scc(L) by adding
the position m to the facet scc′′(L) inside Fac(W〈s〉, c′′).
Observe here, that this procedure considers a final letter in c while the procedure
for computing soc : Fac(W, c) −→ Sort(W, c) considers an initial letter.
Example 6.29. Consider the Coxeter element cex := τ1τ2τ3 of Example 6.5, whose
corresponding word is cexw◦(cex) = τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ3τ1τ2τ1. Let Lex denote the fixed
space of 3241 = (13)(34) = (34)(14). It is a cex-noncrossing subspace. To com-
pute sccex(L
ex), we set s :=ψ(τ1) = τ3, c
′ := scs = τ3τ1τ2 and c′′ := cs = sc′ = τ1τ2.
Since Lex is contained in the reflection hyperplane of s, we compute by induc-
tion scc′′(L
ex) = {3, 4}. Embedding this facet in cexw◦(cex) and adding position 9,
we obtain that sccex(L
ex) = {4, 6, 9}.
To conclude this section, we summarize in Figure 18 all correspondences obtained
in Examples 6.17, 6.19, 6.24, 6.27, and 6.29.
6.5. Cambrian lattices and fans. Using the connections established in the pre-
vious section, we relate in this section the Cambrian lattice with the increasing flip
order and the Cambrian fan with the normal fan of the brick polytope.
The c-sortable elements of W form a sublattice and a quotient lattice of the weak
order on W , see [Rea06]. This lattice is called c-Cambrian lattice. The downward
projection used to construct the quotient associates to any element w ∈ W the
maximal c-sortable element below w. It is denoted by pic↓, see [RS11, Corollary 6.2].
In [RS11, Theorem 6.3], N. Reading and D. Speyer give a geometric description
of the downward projection pic↓. This implies first that the bijection so
−1
c between
c-sortable elements and facets of the subword complex SC(cw◦(c)) is the restric-
tion to c-sortable elements of the surjective map κ from W to facets as defined in
Section 5.1. It moreover yields the connection between κ and the map pic↓.
Theorem 6.30. Let v, w ∈W and let v be c-sortable. Then
pic↓(w) = v ⇐⇒ κ(w) = κ(v).
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
e2 − e1
e4 − e1
e4 − e3
 τ1τ2τ3|τ2
(34)(14)
=
(13)(34)
{x1 = x3 = x4}
{
4,6,9
}

e3 − e2
e1 − e3
e3 − e4

clcex
rpcex
nccex AST
lrcex soc
ex
lpcex
sccex
Figure 18. The complete picture of the ongoing example. The
upper positions in the facet are drawn in bold blue, and below
its root configuration is shown.
Proof. By [RS11, Proposition 5.1, Theorem 6.3] and polarity, pic↓(w) = v if and only
if Cc(v) ⊆ w(Φ+). As v is c-sortable, Proposition 6.20 gives us that Cc(v) = R(κ(v)).
The statement follows with the observation that R(κ(v)) ⊆ w(Φ+) if and only if
κ(w) = κ(v) by definition. 
Example 6.31. Figure 19 shows the map κ : A3 → SC(cw◦(c)), for the Coxeter
element cex := τ1τ2τ3 of Example 6.5.
The first consequence of Theorem 6.30 is the connection between the Cambrian
lattice and the increasing flip order.
Corollary 6.32. The bijection soc : Fac(W, c) −→ Sort(W, c) is an isomorphism
between the increasing flip order on the facets of SC(cw◦(c)) and the Cambrian
lattice on c-sortable elements in W .
Remark 6.33. In fact, Corollary 6.32 was already known for simply-laced types.
As pointed out in [CLS14], the structure of the cluster complex as a subword com-
plex can also be deduced from work by K. Igusa and R. Schiffler [IS10, Theorem 2.8].
Together with the work of C. Ingalls and H. Thomas [IT09, Proposition 4.4], one
can deduce the previous corollary in simply-laced types.
Remark 6.34. One might be tempted to hope (and we actually did in a former ver-
sion of this paper) that the increasing flip order of the facets of a root independent
subword complex SC(Q) is a lattice in general. This does not hold, the smallest
counterexample we are aware of is the subword complex SC(τ1τ2τ3τ2τ1τ2τ3τ2τ1) in
type A3. See Remark 5.12.
Remark 6.35. In a subsequent paper, we extend the notion of “Coxeter sorting
trees” on Cambrian lattices, and construct natural spanning trees of the increasing
flip graph [PS13].
The second consequence of Theorem 6.30 is the connection between the Cam-
brian fan and the normal fan of the brick polytope, which was the heart of the
construction of [HLT11].
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1234
e
{1, 2, 3}
2134
τ1
{2, 3, 4}
1324
τ2
{1, 3, 7}
1243
τ3
{1, 2, 9}
2314
τ1τ2
{3, 4, 5}
3124
τ2|τ1
{1, 3, 7}
2143
τ1τ3
{2, 4, 9}
1342
τ2τ3
{1, 7, 8}
1423
τ3|τ2
{1, 2, 9}
3214
τ1τ2|τ1
{3, 5, 7}
2341
τ1τ2τ3
{4, 5, 6}
3142
τ2τ3|τ1
{1, 7, 8}
2413
τ1τ3|τ2
{2, 4, 9}
4123
τ3|τ2|τ1
{1, 2, 9}
1432
τ2τ3|τ2
{1, 8, 9}
3241
τ1τ2τ3|τ1
{5, 6, 7}
2431
τ1τ2τ3|τ2
{4, 6, 9}
3412
τ2τ3|τ1τ2
{1, 7, 8}
4213
τ1τ3|τ2|τ1
{2, 4, 9}
4132
τ2τ3|τ2|τ1
{1, 8, 9}
3421
τ1τ2τ3|τ1τ2
{6, 7, 8}
4231
τ1τ2τ3|τ2|τ1
{4, 6, 9}
4312
τ2τ3|τ1τ2|τ1
{1, 8, 9}
4321
τ1τ2τ3|τ1τ2|τ1
{6, 8, 9}
Figure 19. The map κ from S4 to the facets of the subword
complex SC(cexw◦(cex)) for the Coxeter element cex = τ1τ2τ3 of
Example 6.5. Each node corresponds to a permutation of S4 and
contains its one-line notation, its cex-sorting word and its image
under κ. The cex-sortable elements are surrounded by strong boxes.
The fibers of κ are represented by shaded regions. The quotient of
the weak order by these fibers is the cex-Cambrian lattice and also
the increasing flip order on the facets of SC(cexw◦(cex)).
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Figure 20. The normal fan of B(cexw◦(cex)) is the cex-Cambrian fan.
Corollary 6.36. The normal fan of the brick polytope B(cw◦(c)) coincides with
the c-Cambrian fan.
Example 6.37. Figure 20 shows the cex-Cambrian fan as the normal fan of the
brick polytope B(cexw◦(cex)), for the Coxeter element cex := τ1τ2τ3 of Example 6.5.
Finally, we use Corollary 6.25 to reobtain the following main result of [ABMW06]
by C. A. Athanasiadis, T. Brady, J. McCammond, and C. Watt. As mentioned
before, the language the statement is given here was exhibited in [Rea07b, Theo-
rem 6.1], see also Theorem 6.23.
Corollary 6.38. The rank generating function on the noncrossing partition lattice
NC(W, c) coincides with the h-vector of the corresponding Cambrian lattice on c-
sortable elements in W .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Equation (6.3) and Corollary 6.32. 
6.6. The exchange matrix for facets of c-cluster complexes. To complete
our study of c-cluster complexes as subword complexes, we now provide a way to
compute the exchange matrix corresponding to a given facet of a c-cluster complex.
We first recall the needed definitions of skew-symmetrizable matrices and their
mutation, and again refer to [FZ03] and to [RS09] for further details.
A skew-symmetrizable matrix B := (buv) is a real (n× n)-matrix for which there
is a real diagonal (n × n)-matrix D with positive diagonal entries d1, . . . , dn such
that the product DB is skew-symmetric, i.e. dubuv = −dvbvu for all u, v ∈ [n].
Often, one assumes as well that B and D are integer matrices. Here, we relax this
condition since we want to exhibit combinatorial matrix mutations for all finite
Coxeter groups, including those of non-crystallographic types. For an index w ∈ [n],
the matrix mutation µk is the matrix operation B 7→ µw(B) :=B′ := (b′uv) defined by
b′uv :=

−buv if w ∈ {u, v},
buv + buwbwv if w /∈ {u, v}, buw > 0, and bwv > 0,
buv − buwbwv if w /∈ {u, v}, buw < 0, and bwv < 0,
buv otherwise.
(6.4)
One can check that matrix mutations are involutions, i.e. µw(µw(B)) = B for all
(n× n)-matrix B and all w ∈ [n]. We moreover have the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.39 ([FZ02, Proposition 4.5]). For any skew-symmetrizable (n × n)-
matrix B and any w ∈ [n], the matrix µw(B) is again skew-symmetrizable.
Matrix mutations play an essential role in the definition of cluster algebras [FZ02]:
they drive the dynamics of the exchange relations constructing all clusters and clus-
ter variables from an initial cluster seed. Precise definitions can be found in the
original papers [FZ02, FZ03]. In this section, we only consider the exchange matri-
ces and their combinatorial dynamics, and we voluntarily hide all algebraic aspects.
Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter system of rank n := |S| with generalized Cartan
matrix A := (ast)s,t∈S as defined in Section 2.1.2. Let c be a reduced expression
for a Coxeter element c ∈W . Since c induces a (fixed, but not necessarily unique)
linear ordering of the elements in S, we consider A to be indexed by positions in c
rather than by elements in S. The following procedure associates to a facet I of
the c-cluster complex SC(cw◦(c)) a skew-symmetrizable matrix M(I) with rows and
columns indexed by the positions in I. First, one produces a skew-symmetrizable
version of the generalized Cartan matrix by setting BA = (bAuv) to be the (n× n)-
matrix given by
bAuv =

−auv if u < v,
auv if u > v,
0 if u = v.
To the initial facet Ie = [n] of SC(cw◦(c)), we associate M(Ie) = BA. Now, assume
that I and J are two adjacent facets of SC(cw◦(c)) with I r i = J r j, and that
we know the matrix M(I). Then we define M(J) as the matrix µi(M(I)) where
the row and column indexed by i in M(I) become indexed by j in M(J). We thus
slightly changed the behavior of the mutation operator in the sense that we now
have µj(µi(M(I))) = M(I). This corresponds to the fact that flipping position i ∈ I
yields J , and flipping then position j ∈ J yields again I. In other words, we index
the rows and columns of M(I) by the positions in I.
A priori, it is unclear if this procedure is well defined, since it is not at all obvious
that two sequences of flips from the initial facet Ie to a given facet I result in the
same matrix M(I). Nevertheless, for crystallographic types, this is ensured by the
fact that SC(cw◦(c)) is isomorphic to the c-cluster complex and thus to the cluster
complex for (W,S). The following theorem provides an alternative proof thereof for
all finite Coxeter systems by giving an explicit, non-inductive description of M(I).
Theorem 6.40. For any facet I of the cluster complex SC(cw◦(c)), the exchange
matrix M(I) coincides with the matrix M?(I) defined by
M?(I)uv :=

−〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,v]rI(αqv ) 〉 if u < v〈
αqv
∣∣ΠQ[v,u]rI(α∨qu) 〉 if u > v
0 if u = v
where Q := q1 · · · qm = cw◦(c). In particular, M(I) is well-defined.
In the remainder of this section, we prove this statement by observing that
M?(Ie) = B
A for the initial facet Ie, and by showing that µi(M
?(I)) = M?(J) for
any two adjacent facets I, J of SC(cw◦(c)) with I r i = J r j.
First, we record that M?(I) is skew-symmetrizable by construction. Although we
do not necessarily need this statement and would finally obtain it from Lemma 6.39,
it will simplify some computations in the subsequent proof of Theorem 6.40.
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Lemma 6.41. For any facet I of SC(cw◦(c)), the matrix M?(I) is skew-symmetri-
zable. More precisely, for the diagonal matrix D defined by Du := 〈αqu |αqu 〉, the
matrix DM?(I) is skew-symmetric.
The following lemma ensures that the matrix M?(I) is preserved under the iso-
morphism given in Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.42. Let s be initial in c, and let c′ = scs with a fixed reduced ex-
pression c′. For any facet I of SC(cw◦(c)) and any positions u, v ∈ I, sent by
the isomorphism of Lemma 6.2 to the facet I ′ of SC(c′w◦(c′)) and to the posi-
tions u′, v′ ∈ I ′, we have M?(I)uv = M?(I ′)u′v′ .
Proof. We only consider the situation u < v in I, the situation for v < u being
analogous. If 1 /∈ I, the equality is ensured by the fact that 〈 s(β) | s(β′) 〉 = 〈β |β′ 〉.
If 1 ∈ I and u 6= 1, then M?(I)uv and M?(I ′)u′v′ are equal by definition. Finally
for u = 1 ∈ I, we have
D1M
?(I)1,v = −DvM?(I)v,1 = −DvM?(I ′)v−1,m = D1M?(I ′)m,v−1,
and therefore M?(I)1v = M
?(I ′)u′v′ . 
The following lemma ensures that the different cases in the matrix mutation
given in (6.4) are controlled by the relative order of the positions in the facets
of SC(cw◦(c)).
Lemma 6.43. Let I be a facet of SC(cw◦(c)), let u, i ∈ I and let j be the unique
position in [m]r I such that r(I, i) = ±r(I, j). Then
• M?(I)ui ≥ 0 if u ≤ i < j, or i < j < u, or j < u ≤ i,
• M?(I)ui ≤ 0 if u < j < i, or j < i ≤ u, or i ≤ u < j.
Proof. By Lemma 6.42, we can assume u = 1. Lemma 6.3 then yields r(I, i) ∈ Φ〈αs〉
where s is the initial letter in c. Since r(I, i) ∈ Φ+ if i < j and r(I, i) ∈ Φ− if i > j,
the statement follows from the observation that 〈αs |α 〉 < 0 for all α ∈ ∆r {αs},
and thus 〈αs |β 〉 < 0 for all β ∈ Φ+〈αs〉. 
Proposition 6.44. Let I, J be two facets of SC(cw◦(c)) with I r i = J r j, and
let u, v ∈ I r i. Then M?(J)uj = −M?(I)ui, and M?(J)jv = −M?(I)iv, and
M?(J)uv =

M?(I)uv + M
?(I)ui ·M?(I)iv if M?(I)ui ≥ 0 and M?(I)iv ≥ 0,
M?(I)uv −M?(I)ui ·M?(I)iv if M?(I)ui ≤ 0 and M?(I)iv ≤ 0,
M?(I)uv otherwise.
Proof. Using Lemma 6.42, we assume all throughout the proof that 1 = u ≤ v, i, j.
We first show that M?(J)uj = −M?(I)ui if i < j. Indeed,
M?(J)uj = −
〈
α∨qu
∣∣ΠQ[u,j]rJ(αqj ) 〉
= −〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,i]rI · qi ·ΠQ[i,j]rI(αqj ) 〉
= −〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,i]rI · qi(αqi) 〉
=
〈
α∨qu
∣∣ΠQ[u,i]rI(αqi) 〉
= −M?(I)ui.
By symmetry, an analogous computation solves the case of j < i. We could prove
similarly that M?(J)jv = −M?(I)iv, or equivalently, use Lemma 6.41 to write
DjM
?(J)jv = −DvM?(J)vj = DvM?(I)vi = −DiM?(I)iv.
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The simple roots αqi and αqj are obtained from each other by the orthogonal
transformation Π(cw◦(c))[i,j]rI if i < j and Π(cw◦(c))[j,i]rI if i > j. Therefore, we
have Dj =
〈
αqj
∣∣αqj 〉 = 〈αqi |αqi 〉 = Di, and thus M?(J)jv = −M?(I)iv.
It thus only remains to treat the three different cases for M?(J)uv. We first
observe that we can use Lemma 6.43 to write the conditions on the signs of M?(I)ui
and M?(I)iv in terms of the positions of u and v with respect to i. We therefore
distinguish the following three cases.
Case 1. If i < v < j, we obtain
M?(J)uv = −
〈
α∨qu
∣∣ΠQ[u,v]rJ(αqv ) 〉
= − 〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,i]rI · qi ·ΠQ[i,v]rI(αqv ) 〉
= −〈α∨qu ∣∣ΠQ[u,i]rI(ΠQ[i,v]rI(αqv )− 〈α∨qi |ΠQ[i,v]rI(αqv ) 〉αqi)〉
=
(
M?(I)uv + M
?(I)ui ·M?(I)iv
)
.
In this computation, the first equality is the definition of M?(J)uv, the second one
holds since I r i = J r j, the third one is obtained developing qi
(
ΠQ[i,v]rI(αqv )
)
,
and the last one holds by bi-linearity of the dot product.
Case 2. If j < v < i, we can make a similar proof as in Case 1, or simply use
Lemma 6.41 to write
DuM
?(J)uv = −DvM?(J)vu = −Dv
(
M?(I)vu + M
?(I)vi ·M?(I)iu
)
= −DvM?(I)vu − 1
Di
· DvM?(I)vi · DiM?(I)iu
= DuM
?(I)uv − 1
Di
· (−DiM?(I)iv) · (−DuM?(I)ui)
= Du
(
M?(I)uv −M?(I)ui ·M?(I)iv
)
.
Case 3. If v < i, j or i, j < v, then we have ΠQ[u,v]rI = ΠQ[u,v]rJ and there-
fore M?(I)uv = M
?(J)uv. 
We can now deduce Theorem 6.40 from the similarity between Proposition 6.44
and the definition of matrix mutation in Equation (6.4).
Proof of Theorem 6.40. For the initial facet Ie, the equality M
?(Ie) = M(Ie) holds
by definition. For two adjacent facets I, J of SC(cw◦(c)) with I r i = J r j,
Proposition 6.44 shows that M?(I) = M(I) implies M?(J) = M(J). Observe here
that the weak inequalities in the cases can as well be replaced by strict inequalities
without changing them. The statement thus directly follows. 
The classical situation 8 (Quivers and pseudoline arrangements). In type An,
the exchange matrix of a cluster is just the adjacency matrix of a directed graph
associated to the cluster, called its quiver. This quiver can be directly visualized
(i) either on the corresponding triangulation of the (n+ 3)-gon: rotate counter-
clockwise around each triangle and connect the middles of consecutive edges;
(ii) or on the corresponding pseudoline arrangement: orient all pseudolines from
left to right and quotient the resulting oriented graph by the contacts.
The connection between these two perspectives is given by the duality developed
in [PP12]. This observation motivated the statements presented in this section.
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7. Root dependent subword complexes
We proposed in this paper a new approach to the construction of generalized
associahedra of finite types, based on the interpretation of cluster complexes in
terms of subword complexes [CLS14]. This approach generalizes to all root inde-
pendent subword complexes, thus providing polytopal realizations for a larger class
of subword complexes. However, this approach seems to reach its limits for root
dependent subword complexes. Indeed, when a subword complex SC(Q) is root
dependent, it cannot be realized by its brick polytope since the dimension of the
brick polytope is given by the rank of the underlying Coxeter group (after a pos-
sible restriction to a parabolic subgroup, see Section 3.4), while the dimension of
a polytope realizing a given spherical subword complex SC(Q) is given by the size
of any facet of SC(Q). These dimensions do match if and only if SC(Q) is root
independent. Even worst, it was actually shown in [PS12, Proposition 5.9] that the
brick polytope may not even be a possible projection of a hypothetic realization
of SC(Q). Thus, realizations of all spherical subword complexes (or equivalently
of all generalized multi-cluster complexes [CLS14]) cannot be achieved using our
present approach.
Nonetheless, the brick polytopes of root dependent subword complexes are still
interesting polytopes, even if they do not provide polytopal realizations of their
subword complexes. It seems that their geometric and combinatorial properties are
still driven by the root configurations of their facets. More precisely, the following
conjecture and its corollary are known to hold in type A, see [PS12].
Conjecture 7.1. One can relax the condition for SC(Q) to be root independent in
Proposition 3.10. This is, for any subword complex SC(Q) and a linear functional
f : V → R, the set SCf (Q) :=
{
I facet of SC(Q) | ∀i ∈ I, f(r(I, i)) ≥ 0} forms a
connected component of the graph of f -preserving flips on SC(Q).
Corollary 7.2. If Conjecture 7.1 holds, for any facet I of SC(Q), the cone of the
brick polytope B(Q) at the brick vector B(I) coincides with the cone generated by
the negative of the root configuration R(I) of I. In particular, the brick vector B(I)
for a facet I of SC(Q) is a vertex of the brick polytope B(Q) if and only if the
cone C(I) is pointed.
Finally, we remark that in [PS13], the authors study geometric, combinatorial,
and algorithmic properties of the increasing flip order. In that context, it is shown
that these properties can naturally be derived for a strictly larger class of sub-
word complexes than root independent subword complexes, namely double root free
subword complexes.
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